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Foreword

What can a Torah commentator living in our times possibly add to two

thousand years of Rabbinic scholarship?  He might attempt to interpret the

Torah as it relates to modern times. He may reorganize the thoughts of his

predecessors, rendering them more accessible to his own generation.  Or, he might attempt

to innovate gems of profundity, lifting the Torah student to new horizons of inspiration.

In his commentaries to the Torah, the Lubavitcher Rebbe demonstrates all of these

qualities. His words have highlighted the relevance of ancient teachings to a generation

which faced the uneasy task of acclimatizing to postwar life in the western world.  His voice

was heard by Torah scholars, Chasidim and non-Chasidim, women, children, and even

non-Jews.  He skillfully articulated Talmud, Midrash, Halacha, and Chasidic teachings,

bringing depth and warmth to a vast variety of Torah subjects.  His vast body of over one

hundred published works demonstrates expertise in virtually every field of specialized Torah

study, including Bible, Talmud, Midrash, Jewish Philosophy, Mussar, Kabalah and Chasidic

teachings.  His most famous work, bearing the deceptively unsophisticated title of Likutei

Sichos (“Selected Sermons”), cites literally thousands of different sources in exhaustive

footnotes throughout its thirty nine volumes.

However, one particular area of the Rebbe's Torah writings which stands out, perhaps

more than all others, as being truly original are his talks on Rashi's commentary to the Torah

– colloquially referred to as “Rashi Sichos.” It is on these studies that the current work has

been predominantly based.

THE “RASHI SICHA”
Rashi—an acronym for Rabbi Shlomo Yitzchaki (1040-1105)—authored what is

considered to be the most fundamental of Rabbinic commentaries on the Bible and Talmud.

His commentary on the Torah was the first Hebrew book to be printed (in Rome c. 1470),

and is appended to all standard editions of the Chumash.  

Rashi’s commentary is considered to be basic to the understanding of the text of

Chumash, and has been the subject of numerous volumes of “supercommentary,” which

attempt to explain the precise reasoning behind each of Rashi’s comments. Most prominent

of the supercommentators include Rabbi Yehudah Loewe, (the “Maharal” of Prague, 1512-

1609), Rabbi R’ Eliyahu Mizrachi (1450-1525) and  R’ David ben Shmuel HaLevi (1586-

1667, author of Taz, a major commentary on the Shulchan Aruch). These are a mere few
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of over one hundred published works of supercommentary on Rashi’s commentary to the

Torah.

In 1964, shortly after the passing of his mother, the Rebbe began to devote a portion

of his regular public talks to developing an innovative approach to the study of Rashi’s

commentary to the Torah. This continued on a regular basis until 1988, by which time over

800 such talks had been delivered, recorded and published.

The Rebbe argued that Rashi's commentary was written to be understood by a small

child who is studying scripture for the first time. This assertion is based on Rashi's own

words, that “I only come to explain the simple meaning of scripture” (Rashi to Bereishis 3:8).

Thus, any explanation of Rashi's words which would require a knowledge of Talmud or

Midrash is immediately rejected, for the child who is beginning a study of scripture has not

yet learned these texts.  In fact, a solution based on a later verse, or a later comment of

Rashi is also unacceptable, for we can presume that Rashi expected his reader to know no

more than what he has already learned.

Thus, while the classic supercommentators interpreted Rashi through the lens of

Talmudic and Midrashic literature, the Rebbe contended that this was not Rashi's true

intention.  Rather, each line of Rashi's monumental commentary is to be understood with

two basic tools: a.) Simple logic, basic enough for a five-year-old to appreciate.

b.) A knowledge of the verses and Rashi's comments up to this point.

But somehow, the simple answers are the hardest to find.  One intellectual feat which is

difficult for the scholar is simplicity, and the greater the scholar the harder he finds it to

embrace the simple logic of a child. 

The Rebbe, however, despite having achieved mastery in so many areas of Torah study

(and academic excellence), never lost the ability to relate to ordinary people.  It was once

said of the Rebbe that, “His mind is that of a great genius, and yet he believes with the

simple faith of a small child.”  This too is reflected in the Rebbe's talks, for after challenging

the greatest commentators on their “own ground” of Talmudic agility, he then proceeds to

offer an answer that even a small child could have thought of, if he would have applied his

mind with sufficient effort.

Being simple and “obvious” in nature, the Rebbe's solutions are extremely convincing.

This quality is enhanced by his technique of analyzing the precise phraseology of Rashi

meticulously, explaining the necessity for each sentence, word, and often, letter.

Obviously, a thorough analysis of the method and system of the Rashi Sichos is far

beyond the scope of this short introduction, and much has already been written on the

subject.1

The current work is a humble attempt to generate further interest in the study of these

fascinating talks among a broader audience.  Since each Parsha of the Torah has been the

subject of approximately sixteen such talks, they collectively cover a vast range of major

issues in each of the 53 Parshiyos of the Torah.  Thus, when placed alongside each other,

they form a formidable body of Torah commentary.

1. Klalei Rashi (“Principles of Rashi [Study]) by Rabbi Tuvia Bloy (expanded edition 1991, Kehos

Publication Society) cites some 389 (!) principles for the study of Rashi which are innovated in Likutei

Sichos.  See also Chumash Peshuto Shel Mikrah by Rabbi Avraham Zayentz (published by the author

in 2001).
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Understandably, the entire project has been carried out with considerable trepidation.

To provide the reader with the full text of the Chumash in Hebrew and English, together

with the fundamental texts of Rashi and Onkelos, leaves little room in which to compact the

Sichos.  Add to that the fact that the Rebbe's Sichos do not lend themselves to simplification

or translation. Each Sicha is truly a work of art – where countless details and ideas coexist

harmoniously – and, like any work of art, as soon as a few details are compromised the

entire structure is weakened.  In order to be explained in English, many ideas need to be

amplified and clarified, leaving no space for many other beautiful and inspiring comments

found within the Sicha.

In all of his edited talks, the Rebbe cross-referenced his own ideas to those of the classic

commentators, indicating clearly that he did not wish his own ideas to be perceived in

isolation of the Rabbinic scholarship which preceded.  Therefore, in order to remain loyal

to his directive it has proved crucial to include a digest of “classic commentaries” to the

Torah, on each issue which is addressed within the Sichos.  However, in this edition the

“classic commentaries” and the Sichos have been kept distinct (but cross-referenced) for the

sake of clarity.  This also means that the Chumash together with the “classic commentaries”

can be appreciated separately, as a complete work in itself.

Finally, numerous ideas from the Rebbe's vast body of Chasidic teachings and practical

directives have been included on the page (in shaded boxes), under the headings “Sparks

of Chasidus” (Chasidic insights) and “The Last Word” (Practical directives).  The main body

of the text (entitled “Toras Menachem”) is based predominantly on the Rebbe's Rashi Sichos

which, as argued above, is the most fundamental contribution of the Rebbe to the study of

Chumash.

Despite the fact that this volume proudly bears the Rebbe's name, its contents were not

checked by him personally, though every effort has been made to be loyal to the original

source.  At the end of each explanation a reference has been provided for the reader to

research the topic further.  Our words here are intended as no more that a “taste” in order

to tempt the reader to open up the Sicha itself, or ask his teacher to study it with him.  While

we have taken every precaution to be loyal to the original ideas, it is inevitable that the

adaptation here will not retain the impact and character of the original.  Thus, we urge the

reader not to judge the Rebbe's sichos from what is presented here.  This is merely an

extremely diluted sample which is intended to encourage further study of a fascinating and

enlightening original text.

FURTHER NOTES ON TRANSLATION AND ADAPTATION

In addition to the Hebrew texts of Chumash, Rashi and Onkelos, the English texts are

divided into seven sections: a.) English translation of the Chumash.  b.) “Classic Questions”

c.) Summary of the mitzvos found in each Parsha according to the Sefer haChinuch.

d.) Commentaries of the Rebbe, divided into four parts: i.) Toras Menachem (explanations

at the simple level of Torah interpretation), ii.) Sparks of Chasidus, iii.) The Last Word

(practical insights), iv.) Explanations of the name of each Parsha.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF CHUMASH

In his “Bible Unauthorized,”2 Moose3 highlights the pitfalls of translating the Chumash

into English:

“Even the most perfect literal translation would not truly represent the Bible.  It was not

composed in such a way as to permit a literal translation.

The original text of the Bible, particularly of the Pentateuch, is in reality no more than a

shorthand text, but so cleverly composed that it makes sense even in its shorthand form, while

its full meaning is discernable only by making use of the keys incorporated in it through a code

of many signs, elaborated for that purpose...

A literal translation is thus out of the question if one is to understand the true meaning of

the Bible.  The correct way to understand the Bible is to give each verse in its shorthand text,

and then give the traditional commentary...”

To address the above problem, numerous comments have been included within the

current translation.  All the comments are based on Rashi’s commentary to the Torah, which

is the foremost of all rabbinic commentaries.

Until recent years, an English translation of Chumash according to Rashi’s commentary

was not available.  The translations which did remain loyal to classic rabbinic interpretation

adopted a “pluralistic” approach, following whichever commentator provided the most

straightforward or aesthetically satisfying interpretation to each verse.

Recently, a number of translations have emerged that are loyal to Rashi, including those

of Goldberg 4, Moore 5, Herczeg 6 and Scherman7. However, all these works have chosen to

draw only from Rashi’s shorter and less elaborate comments.  Presumably this is based on

a presumption that Rashi’s commentary is a mixture of literal interpretation together with

longer, midrashic insights and parables, the latter of which could be omitted in a plain

translation.

A cornerstone of the Rebbe’s analysis is that all of Rashi’s words are essential to a basic

understanding of the text.  Therefore, if Rashi on occasion makes a seemingly elaborate

comment, or cites a midrashic teaching, this in no way represents a temporary deviation

from his remit to “explain the simple meaning of scripture.” Rather, each comment, how-

ever elaborate it may be, is required in order to understand the literal meaning of scripture.8

Therefore, in the current translation—which is entirely new—we have attempted to

incorporate many more of Rashi’s comments than in previous works. Ideas from Rashi have

2. In the Beginning—The Bible Unauthorized by A. H. Moose (pp. 23-24, 28). First published in 1942.

Revised edition by David Sternlight Ph.D., published by Thirty Seven Books, 2001. This work was

promoted by the previous Lubavitcher Rebbe (see his Igros Kodesh vol. 7, p. 399).

3. A pseudonym for Rabbi Aharon Levit, editor of the Lubavitcher Journal Hakriyah Vehakedushah. For

biographical details see Toldos Chabad Be’artsos Habris (Kehos Publication Society 1988), pp. 344-5.

4. The Linear Chumash by Rabbi Pesach Goldberg (Feldheim Publications, 1992).

5. Torah - The Margolin Edition, by Rabbi Binyamin S. Moore (Feldheim Publications, 1999).

6. Rashi - Commentary on the Torah by Rabbi Yisrael Isser Zvi Herczeg (Mesorah Publications 1994).

7.  The Chumash - Stone Edition, by Rabbi Nosson Scherman (Mesorah Publications 1993).

8. See Klalei Rashi chap. 1.
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been placed in brackets to distinguish them from the words of scripture.

Obviously it has not been possible to include all of Rashi’s comments in a translation,

but it is hoped that the numerous additional comments which have been added will give

the reader a greater appreciation of the Chumash as it has been learned classically for

hundreds of years.

The translation itself has been written in a contemporary style, attempting to make the

words of Torah relevant to the modern reader. Nevertheless, every attempt has been made

to remain loyal to scripture.  Unlike Kaplan9, we have not omitted awkward words or

abandoned translation for idiom.  However, we have also rejected the opposite extreme

exemplified by Scherman7, where the precise sequence of words within each verse is

preserved, and loyalty to original Hebrew grammar has led to abnormal English usage.

In addition, the text has been punctuated and paragraphed at the discretion of the

translator, following the precedent of Kaplan and Scherman. Headings have been inserted

within the English translation, to focus the attention of the reader, in a similar fashion to

Kaplan.  Practical mitzvos have been “bulleted” to highlight their significance.

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

Due to limitations of space and for the sake of clarity the following guidelines were

followed:

a.) The issues discussed are limited to those which are analyzed in the Sichos adapted

within “Toras Menachem.”

b.) The commentators quoted are usually those cited in the original Sichos.

c.) The commentators’ words are paraphrased, rather than translated (with the

exception of Rashi’s words, which are usually translated).

d.) The commentators are depicted as “debating” a particular “Classic Question.”

However, in most cases this “debate” is somewhat artificial, since each commentator will

invariably be discussing a range of issues in the original text from which the comment cited

here will be a tiny portion. 

e.) Sometimes, the ideas are arranged so that one commentator appears to “pick up”

where the previous comment finished, which may not be the case in the original.

f.) Each commentator is depicted as answering a particular “Classic Question,” though,

in the original, he may not have been addressing this question directly.  

TORAS MENACHEM

Only a small fraction of the Rebbe’s published teachings were actually penned by the

Rebbe himself.  The vast majority of his works are transcripts of public talks which were

transcribed by Chasidim (hanachos10). A significant number of these talks were

9. The Living Torah by Rabbi Aryeh Kaplan, (Moznaim Publishing Corporation 1981).

10. These have been collected and published in two major works: Sichos Kodesh (50 volumes), containing

public talks from the years 5710-5741 (1950-1981), published in 1985-7, and Hisvaduyos, containing

public talks from the years 5742-5752 (1982-1992), published by Va’ad Hanachos Belahak (43

volumes).
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reconstructed by a team of scholars, with numerous cross-references to classic rabbinic texts,

and edited extensively by the Rebbe for publication (Likutei Sichos11 and Sefer Hasichos12).

The Sicha has a distinct style, described succinctly by Solomon13:

“The genre of edited Sicha usually comprised inaugural questions and explorations of

themes, tentative hypotheses, subsequent redefinition and restatement of the Sicha’s central

concern, and a critical elucidation of the subject matter under analysis, thus facilitating the

resolution of initial dilemmas.”

The introductory sections of a Sicha (the “inaugural questions and explorations of

themes”) are often extremely complicated.  The Rebbe may ask as many as ten or fifteen

sequential questions, each accompanied by numerous proofs and logical substantiation.

Often, these questions focus on hairsplitting details (described by Sacks14 as “microscopic

tensions”) within the phraseology of source texts.  In the light of such an intellectually

demanding introduction, some effort is required to appreciate the “tentative hypotheses”

which follow.

To reduce the level of complexity, most English adaptations have focussed on delivering

only the “critical elucidation” which lies at the heart of a Sicha.  This however, diminishes

the impact of the ideas substantially, as the solution is no longer seen to resolve a host of

“initial dilemmas.”  Thus, Solomon15 criticizes such adaptations as being “skeletal.”

In this edition, we have attempted to preserve, to a considerable extent, the

“explorations of themes” and analysis which occurs at the beginning of a Sicha.  In order

to simplify matters, sources which are cited in the Sicha have been recorded separately in

the section entitled “Classic Questions.” This enables the reader to first familiarize himself

with the rabbinic debate which is to be discussed in the Sicha, enabling the Sicha to be

adapted in a more succinct form.

Nevertheless, numerous questions, hypotheses and their solutions have been omitted

for the sake of brevity and clarity.  Thus, the reader should bear in mind that the English

adaptation contains but a few ideas which have been extracted from a Sicha which,

hopefully, form a self-contained argument in themselves.  Obviously, the adaptations differ

in style tremendously from the original Sichos and, besides the omissions, the sequence of

arguments has often been edited to be compatible with the format of this work.

Nevertheless, all the ideas contained in this work are to be found in the Rebbe’s

published works.  The editor has taken extreme care not to add arguments of his own.  On a

few rare occasions a brief note or cross-reference has been added, delineated clearly by

square brackets.

A final note of importance: In addition to drawing from Likutei Sichos, we have also

11. Published by Va’ad Lehafatzas Sichos between 1962 and 2001 (39 volumes).

12. Containing talks from 5747-5752, published by Va’ad Lehafatzas Sichos in 12 volumes.

13. Educational Teachings of Rabbi Menachem M. Schneerson by Aryeh Solomon (Jason Aronson 2000),

page 25.

14. Torah Studies by Rabbi Jonathan Sacks, Chief Rabbi of the United Kingdom and British

Commonwealth.  Published by Lubavitch Foundation UK (1986).

15. Ibid. p. 324.
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referred considerably to hanachos, transcripts of the Rebbe’s talks which he did not edit (see

note 10 above).  

Although these hanachos were not edited by the Rebbe, they remain the only extant

source of many of his teachings on Rashi, and we have relied on them considerably.  This

decision was largely based on the Rebbe’s own words to a volume of hanachos of the fifth

Lubavitcher Rebbe (Rabbi Sholom Dovber Schneersohn) which he published in 194616:

“Those who transcribed the sichos were veteran chasidim to whom every word and

utterance of their Rebbe was holy to them.  There is no doubt that they made every possible

effort to preserve the wording of their teacher, not to add to or detract from it. While it is possible

that, due to the length of the Sicha etc., they erred in transcribing some words...generally

speaking, the content is certainly accurate.”

SPARKS OF CHASIDUS

There is a tradition that, in addition to explaining Chumash at the literal level, Rashi’s

commentary to the Torah contains allusions to mystical concepts17.  Thus, virtually every

one of the Rebbe’s “Rashi Sichos” climaxes in a mystical interpretation based on the

teachings of Kabalah and Chasidus.  Under the heading of “Sparks of Chasidus” many of

these ideas have been included, though they are considerably adapted to be suitable for a

reader who has no grounding in Kabalah or Chasidus. Many insights have also been culled

from other talks and chasidic discourses of the Rebbe.

THE LAST WORD

A further hallmark of the Rebbe’s teachings is a strong emphasis on the practical

application of Torah concepts in everyday contemporary life.   The Rebbe stated repeatedly

that the Hebrew word “Torah” is etymologically connected to the word “Hora’ah,” meaning

instruction18.  According to the Rebbe, no discussion—however sublime it may be—should

remain totally academic. 

In this vein, we have included many practical insights that are to be found in the Sichos.

Once again, limitations of space have forced these ideas to be selected and condensed.

THE NAME OF THE PARSHA

On a regular basis, the Rebbe would refer to the significance of the name of each

Parsha, and explain how the name reflects the content of the entire Parsha19. Ideas sampled

from these sichos have been included at the beginning of each Parsha.

16. Sefer Hasichos Toras Sholom, Kehos Publication Society, p. iii.

17. See Likutei Sichos vol. 5, p. 1 and note 4 ibid. Sources cited in Klalei Rashi, chapter 17.

18. See Zohar III:53b. See also Solomon, Educational Teachings (cited above, note 13), pp. 94-5 and

sources cited loc. cit.

19. See Likutei Sichos vol. 5, p. 57.
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LIST OF MITZVOS

As an additional aid, a summary of all the mitzvos to be found in each Parsha has been

included at the end of each Parsha.  The reader should note however that the precise

division of these mitzvos is an issue of contention among the commentators. We have

followed the system of Sefer Hachinuch, since his codification follows the sequence of the

weekly parsha.

HAFTAROS

The text of the Haftaros has been translated according to the interpretation of

Metzudos, a pair of commentaries (Metzudas Tziyon and Metzudas David) by Rabbi Yechiel

Hillel Altschuler (eighteenth century), which stresses the plain meaning of the text.  In a

similar vein to our translation to Chumash, numerous small annotations have been

included (in brackets) within the translation, to assist the reader in appreciating the text

according to its classic, rabbinic interpretation.

At present, we have only included the text of the Haftaros according to Chabad custom.

We have also made no reference to the vast body of rabbinic commentary on the Haftaros

(with the exception of Metzudos), nor have we attempted to incorporate any of the Rebbe’s

teachings on the Haftaros.

NOTES ON TRANSLITERATION

We have followed the transliteration system of Dr. Binyamin Kaplan (Tulane University

in New Orleans, L.A.), which has been employed recently in a number of Lubavitch

publications:

1. Words with a final hei are spelled with a final “h.” 

2. “Ei”(the vowel-sound in “weight”) is used for tzeirei. 

3. “Ai” is used for the vowel sound in the word “tide.” 

4. An apostrophe is used between consecutive vowel sounds, as in “mo'eid.” 

5. An “e” is used for a vocalized sheva, e.g. “bemeizid,” not “b'meizid.” 

6. “A” is used for kamatz.

7. “O” is used for cholam. 

8. “I” is used for chirik. 

9. “F” is preferred to “ph.” 

10. Doubling of consonants is avoided. 

11. “S” is used for saf. 

12. “Ch” is used for chaf and ches.

Where it was felt appropriate, various exceptions have been made to the above rules.
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VOWELS AND CANTILLATION MARKS

In this edition, the vowels and cantillation marks in the Hebrew text of the Chumash

have been edited to be consistent with accurate source-texts.  We have followed three

sources: 1) Chumash “Torah Temimah”; 2) The well-known “Koren” Tanach; 3) Tanach

according to the Aleppo Codex and other manuscripts, edited by Mordechai Breuer

(published by Mosad Harav Kook).

When these texts differ, we have followed the majority, unless there was another source

(Minchas Shai or similar) that supported the minority version. When Chumash Torah

Temimah is contradicted by the other texts and the difference is significant, we indicate one

version inside the Chumash, and the other by a footnote.

The above applies for all variations in vowels or cantillation marks, with the exception

of meseg (a vertical line under a letter, usually used to denote a secondary accent).

Regarding meseg, the following guidelines have been adopted:

1.) A regular “light” meseg, occurring in any open syllable not immediately followed by

the primary accent or by another meseg, is printed in every applicable case, and also on

the last available syllable, even if there is an available syllable on the previous word (as in

1, unlike 3).

2.) A meseg before hei or ches in words with the roots h-y-h and ch-y-h is likewise

printed in every case (as in 1), even in nouns containing these roots (as in 3).

3.) A meseg before two identical letters, the first vocalized with a sheva, is also

universally used (as in 1), except for words where the masoretes considered the sheva to be

silent (as evidenced by 3).

4.) A meseg in a closed unaccented syllable containing a tenuah gedolah (large vowel)

is also always used (following 1), except where using it would require removing a regular

light meseg immediately preceding it (found in 3).

5.) A meseg in a closed syllable (known as “keveidah,” heavy) is used based on its

occurrence in 3 (unlike 1).

6.) A meseg in an open syllable following the accent is used only if there is more than

one source.

7.) A meseg is used on the word “vaihi” if it is accented with a pashta, or hyphenated

to the next word.

8.) A meseg before a guttural at the end of a word – follows 3.

9.) Meseg together with sheva – follows 3.

HEBREW TEXT OF RASHI’S COMMENTARY

The Hebrew text of Rashi’s commentary to the Torah has been prepared according to

the Lubavitcher Rebbe’s directives, printed in Chumash Shai Lamora, Jerusalem 5763: 
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a.) The publisher should not deviate from the common text of Rashi’s commentary

which is to be found in Chumashim that have been widely used in recent generations.

Textual variants should be included only in footnotes.  

b.) The fact that Rashi does not usually cite sources for his comments was intentional.

Therefore, no references (other than those made by Rashi himself) should be included in

the body of the text. 

c.) While Rashi did not include punctuation marks etc., their inclusion by the publisher

may, perhaps, be justified.
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The person who is called to the Torah takes hold of the handles of the Sefer Torah with

his tallis1, unrolls the Sefer Torah and, with his tallis (or the belt of the Torah) touches

the beginning and end2 of the reading. The scroll is then closed, he turns slightly to the

right and says: 

.K�xŸa� *n
d 	ii z�̀  Ek *�ẍA
The congregation responds: 

.c¤r	e m	lFr§l K�xŸa *�n
d 	ii KEẍA
The person called to the Torah continues:

:c¤r	e m	lFr§l K�xŸa *�n
d 	ii KEẍA

Ep«¨A x
g«¨A x�W�` ,m¨lFr�d K¤l«�n Epi«�d÷�` 	ii d�Y
` KEẍA
	ii d�Y
` KEx¨A .Fz�xFY z�` Ep«¨l o
z«	pe ,mi�O©r�d l¨M�n

:d�xFY
d o�zFp
The person called to the Torah now reads along with the reader in an undertone.

After the reading is complete, the person called to the Torah touches the end and the

beginning3 of the reading with his tallis (or belt of the Sefer Torah) and kisses it. 

He then closes the scroll, turns slightly to the right and says:

Ep«¨l o
z«	p x�W�` ,m¨lFr�d K¤l«�n Epi«�d÷�` 	ii d�Y
` KEẍA
d�Y
` KEx¨A .Ep«¥kFz§A r
h	p m¨lFr �iI
ge ,z�n�̀  z
xFY

:d�xFY
d o�zFp ,	ii 
After the reading is complete, the person called to the Torah stays at the bimah until the 

next reading is concluded (or, if it is the last reading, until the Torah is raised).

1. Sefer Haminhagim.  According to the Rebbe’s personal custom, the handles are held directly, without the tallis in between.      

2. Sefer Haminhagim.  According to the Rebbe’s personal custom, the tallis is used to touch the beginning, the end and then the beginning of the reading again.  

3. Sefer Haminhagim.  According to the Rebbe’s personal custom, the tallis is used to touch the end, the beginning and then the end of the reading again.



IInn  tthhee  eeaarrllyy  yyeeaarrss  ooff  hhiiss  lleeaaddeerrsshhiipp,,  tthhee

AAlltteerr  RReebbbbee  ddeeccllaarreedd  ppuubblliiccllyy::

““WWee  hhaavvee  ttoo  lliivvee  wwiitthh  tthhee  ttiimmeess!!””

TThhrroouugghh  hhii ss   bbrrootthheerr,,  tthhee  MMaahhaarrii ll ,,   tthhee

sseenniioorr  cchhaassiiddiimm  ddiissccoovveerreedd  tthhaatt  tthhee  RReebbbbee

mmeeaanntt  tthhaatt  oonnee  sshhoouulldd  lliivvee  wwiitthh  tthhee  PPaarrsshhaa  ooff

tthhee  wweeeekk,,  aanndd  tthhee  ppaarrttiiccuullaarr  PPaarrsshhaa  ooff  tthhee

ddaayy..    OOnnee  sshhoouulldd  nnoott  oonnllyy  ssttuuddyy  tthhee  wweeeekkllyy

PPaarrsshhaa,,  bbuutt  lliivvee  wwiitthh  iitt..

(HAYOM YOM, CHESHVAN 2)
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Why does the Torah begin with the second letter of

the Hebrew alphabet, beis (C), and not the first

letter, alef (t)?

The Jerusalem Talmud suggests that alef would be an

inappropriate beginning, since it is the first letter of the

word arirah, meaning “cursing.” Beis, on the other hand,

begins the word bracha, meaning “blessing” (Chagigah 2:1). 

But surely there are many positive words in Hebrew that

begin with an alef, and many negative words that begin

with a beis? Why should beis be identified with “blessing”

in particular?

The fact that the Torah begins with the second letter of

the Hebrew alphabet, beis, indicates that reading the

text is actually the second phase of Torah study. Before a

person even looks at the first verse of the Torah, he needs

to prepare himself for the experience that he is about to

undergo.

Basically, Torah study is somewhat of a paradox.

On the one hand, it is a mitzvah that connects a person to

God and—as with any mitzvah—the person needs to be

aware of this fact to achieve a full “connection.” On the

other hand, if a person actually thinks about God while he

is studying Torah, he will not be able to concentrate on

the subject at hand.

The solution to this problem is through preparation.

Before even opening the book, a person should take a few

moments to reflect that he is about to study God’s wisdom

that has been “condensed” into a humanly intelligible form.

He is about to bind his mind into a total union with God.

Of course, when he actually studies the Torah, he will

not be able to meditate on this fact, since he will be

concentrating on the text.  Therefore, it is crucial that a

person has the correct intentions before he begins.

And that is why the Torah begins with a beis, to hint to

its reader that study is only the second phase of this

mitzvah. 

Through studying Torah with the appropriate prepar-

ations blessings will come into a person’s life. Thus, the

Jerusalem Talmud taught that the beis at the beginning of

the Torah stands for bracha—blessing.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 15, pp. 1ff; ibid. p. 326)

[ The Name of the Parsha [
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)t(crtah,/ tnr rch hmje' kt vhv mrhl kv,jhk t, v,urv tkt
nvjsa vzv kfo' avht nmuv rtaubv abmyuu cv hartk' unv ygo p,j
ccrtah,' nauo fj ngahu vdhs kgnu k,, kvo bjk, duho1' ato htnru
tunu, vguko khartk' khxyho t,o' afca,o trmu, acgv duho' vo
tunrho kvo' fk vtr. ak vec"v vht' vut crtv ub,bv ktar har
cghbhu' crmubu b,bv kvo' ucrmubu bykv nvo ub,bv kbu: crtah, crt/
thi vnert vzv tunr tkt srabuh' fn��a rz��k2cachk v,urv abert,
rtah, srfu3' ucachk hartk abertu rtah, ,cut,u4' uto ct, kprau
fpauyu fl pravu' crtah, crhh, anho utr.' uvtr. vh,v ,vu ucvu
ujual )udu�(' uhtnr tkvho hvh tur/ ukt ct vnert kvuru, xsr vcrhtv
kunr atku esnu' ato ct kvuru, fl' vhv ku kf,uc' crtaubv crt t,
vanho uduw' athi kl rtah, cnert athbu scue k,hcv aktjrhu' fnu
crtah, nnkf, hvuheho5' rtah, nnkf,u6' rtah, sdbl7' t; fti t,v
tunr crtah, crt tkvho uduw fnu crtah, crut' usunv ku ,jk, scr vw
cvuag' fkunr ,jk, scuru ak vec"v cvuag uhtnr vw tk vuag uduw8/

uto ,tnr kvuru, ct atku ,jkv bcrtu' uphruau crtah, vfk crt tku'
uha kl nertu, anemrho kaubo unngyho ,hcv tj,' fnu fh kt xdr
sk,h cybh9' ukt phra nh vxudr/ fnu hat t, jhk snae01' ukt phra nh
hatbu' ufnu to hjrua ccerho11' ukt phra to hjrua tso ccerho' ufnu
ndhs nrtah, tjrh,21' ukt phra ndhs nrtah, scr tjrh, scr/ )f��h ufi
cfti crtah, fk(/ to fi ,nv gk gmnl' avrh vnho esnu' avrh f,hc
uruj tkvho nrjp, gk pbh vnho' ugshhi kt dkv vnert cxhsur veusnho
uvntujrho fkuo crhh, vnho n,h vh,v' vt kns,' aesnu vnho ktr.'
ugus avanho nta unho bcrtu' gk frjl kt khns vnert cxsr
vnuesnho uvntujrho fkuo: crttkvho/ukt tnr crt vw' ac,jkv
gkvcnjacv kcrtu,u cns, vshi' urtv athi vguko n,ehho' uvesho
ns, rjnho ua,pv kns, vshi' uvhhbu sf,hc chuo gau, vw tkvho tr.
uanho31: )c(,vu ucvu/ ,vu kaui ,nv uannui' atso ,uvv una,uno
gk cvu acv: ,vu/tayursh��ahi ckg"z: cvu/kaui reu, umsu )xt��t(:
gk pbh ,vuo/gk pbh vnho agk vtr.: uruj tkvho nrjp,/fxt

hWar

1 ,vkho eht' u   2 CWr t' u   3 nakh j' fc   4 hrnhw c' d   5 ao fu' t   6 crtah, h' h   7 scrho hj' s   8 vuag t' c   9 thuc d' h   01 haghw j' s   11 gnux u' hc   21 haghw nu' h  31 CWr phWc

WHAT IS TROUBLING RASHI? (V. 1)

Sifsei Chachamim writes that Rashi was troubled by the inclusion of

stories in the Torah, which is primarily a code of mitzvos.

However, it is difficult to accept that this was the only point troubling

Rashi, since there are many other stories written throughout the Torah

whose necessity he does not challenge.  Therefore, the inclusion of a story

does not appear to be a “problem” which requires explanation.

One could argue [as Nachalas Ya’akov does] that Rashi was not

troubled by the actual inclusion of these stories, but rather, he was

concerned why the Torah should begin with narrative, rather than with its

primary content, the mitzvos. The account of creation and other stories

should have been included at a later point in the Chumash.

But if this indeed is Rashi’s question, then what is his answer? According

to Rashi, the account of creation was written here, at the beginning of the

Torah, to answer a potential challenge from non-Jewish nations that the

Land of Israel was unlawfully possessed.  Our response to the nations—that

the land was given to us by its Creator—would be equally valid wherever

it was recorded in the Torah; the fact that it was recorded at the beginning

is not crucial to the argument. So, if Rashi was merely questioning the

position in which the account of creation was included [as Nachalas Ya’akov

argues], then he does not appear to have provided us with a solution.

FURTHER QUESTIONS ON RASHI

a.) Rashi suggests that the Torah should have begun from the words,

“This month shall be for you” (Shemos 12:2), because it is the first mitzvah.

However, in the book of Bereishis there are no fewer than three mitzvos

recorded: the mitzvah of having children (1:28), the mitzvah of

circumcision (17:10), and the prohibition against eating the sciatic nerve

(32:33). How could Rashi suggest that the Torah should have only begun

with Shemos chapter 12, omitting the above mitzvos?

b.) According to the seven Noachide laws which are binding on non-

Jews, robbery is prohibited.  Yet, we do not find that any nation was

punished for conquering another because it was an act of robbery.

On what basis could the nations challenge the Jewish people that “You

are robbers, for you seized the land of the seven nations”?

�

�� Why does the Torah begin with the creation of the

world? (v.1)

RASHI: Rabbi Yitzchak said: Surely, the Torah should have begun

from the words, “This month shall be for you...” (Shemos 12:2), the first

commandment which the Jewish people were given. Why does it

begin with “In the beginning?” 

The reason is [conveyed by the verse]: “He declared to His people

the power of His works in order to give them the inheritance of the

nations” (Psalms 111:6), i.e., if the nations of the world will say to the

Jewish people, “You are robbers, for you seized the land of the seven

nations [who inhabited Cana’an],” they will reply: “The whole earth

belongs to God. He created it and granted it to whoever was deemed

fit in His eyes! It was His will that they should have it; and, by His

will, He took it from them and gave it to us!”

SIFSEI CHACHAMIM: Rashi was troubled by the fact that the Torah

begins with stories when the Torah was given for the sake of its

mitzvos. These stories seem superfluous.

NACHALAS YA’AKOV: Rashi was not suggesting that the section from

Bereishis until “This month shall be for you...,” should not be written

at all. Rather, his question was: Why did the Torah begin with

discursive narrative rather than with its primary content, the mitzvos.

The account of creation, together with all the stories that follow it

could have been included at the end of the Chumash, or in a

separate book.

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

*cw rc,h
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In the beginning of God’s creation of the heavens* and the earth (and their contents), 2 when the

earth was astoundingly desolate, darkness was on the surface of the deep (waters that covered the

land), and the (throne of) God(’s glory) hovered over the water (at the command of God’s) breath,

THE EXPLANATION

The Torah contains the collected teachings given to the Jewish people.

Since the Jewish people first assumed their current national character

through the Exodus from Egypt and the giving of the Torah, Rashi was

troubled, “Surely, the Torah should have begun from the words, ‘This

month shall be for you...’, i.e. the first commandment which the Jewish

people were given.” The stories before the period of the Exodus did not

occur to members of the Jewish nation, so why are they recorded in the

Torah, which is a text of instruction for Jews? They could have been

recorded in a separate book, or handed down orally, but they should not

have been included in a text of instructions which is specifically addressed

to members of the Jewish nation.

Even the mitzvos which are recorded in the book of Bereishis were not

given to the Jewish people, but rather to Avraham and his family etc.

Thus, our obligation to circumcise and to refrain from eating the sciatic

nerve comes from Sinai, and not from God’s words to Avraham etc.**

Rashi answers that the stories which predate the Exodus from Egypt and

the giving of the Torah were recorded as a proof to the nations of the

world that the land of Israel belongs to the Jewish people:

According to both Noachide Law and Jewish Law, land acquired as a

result of military conquest is not considered to be stolen property (see

Shulchan Aruch Admor Hazakein, Orach Chayim 649:10). Therefore, the nations of

the world could not possibly accuse the Jewish people of being “robbers”

merely due to the fact that they seized the land of Cana’an.

Rather, the nations’ complaint is that the Jewish people have

transformed the land permanently to be an essentially Jewish one,

precluding any nation from identifying it as their own at any future time.  

Even if the land will be conquered by another nation, it will remain the

“Land of Israel” and Jewish people will refer to it as their own, perceiving

the loss of the land as a temporary “exile.”  For after Jewish conquest and

inhabitation, the land became a holy, uniquely Jewish land at its very

essence, remaining associated with the Jewish people forever.

�� Why was the world created? (v.1)

RASHI: The word Bereishis is crying out for a Midrashic interpre-

tation: Bereishis means “two beginnings” (,h ¦Jt ¥r wC), suggesting that

God created the world for the sake of the Torah which is called, “the

beginning of His way” (Prov. 8:22), and for the sake of the Jewish

people who are called, “the first of His grain” (Jer. 2:3).

MASKIL LEDAVID: Since the verse employs the singular (“in the

beginning”) from where did Rashi conclude that there are two

beginnings, the Torah and the Jewish people?

However, Rashi is referring to the Jewish people as they are

learning and observing the Torah, i.e. as they form two parts of one

greater whole.

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

�� “In the beginning... the earth was astoundingly desolate.”

God’s plan is that a home should be made for Him in the

lowest realms (Midrash Tanchuma, Naso 16).  Therefore, the world

began with utter desolation—the lowest of all existence—into

which light, Torah and the Jewish people were then added.

�� “The (throne of) God(’s glory) hovered over the water (at the

command of God’s) breath.” Our sages said that this “breath”

refers to the “spirit of Mashiach”  (Bereishis Rabah 2:4, 8:1).  From

this we see that the concept of Mashiach is even more primal

than that of light, for the “spirit of Mashiach” (v. 2) preceded

the creation of light (v. 3).

�� “The (throne of) God(’s glory) hovered.” Kabalah teaches that

the purpose of creation is to elevate 288 Godly sparks which

are trapped in the physical world.  This number is hinted to

by the word ,�p¤j©r§n (“hovered”) which contains the letters

j"pr, equaling 288. 

(Based on Sefer Hasichos 5751, p. 63; ibid. p. 804; ibid 5752, p. 459)

[ The Last Word [

According to Rashi (v. 1) the book of Bereishis was written to

provide a response to the non-Jewish nations about our claim

to the Land of Israel. However, it appears far-fetched to suggest

that the entire book of Bereishis, and all the passages up to

chapter 12 of Shemos, were written merely to answer a question

that might be posed by non-Jews!

In truth, there is an extremely powerful message in these words

for Jewish people, a lesson so profound that Rashi deemed it

appropriate to form the “introduction” to his commentary.

Namely, despite the fact that the Jewish people are but a tiny

minority, the Torah gives us the strength not to be intimidated by

the nations of the world. At the very outset of Torah study, the Jew

learns that he will be able to defend himself from the criticism of

non-Jews, and observe the mitzvos proudly, with the full aware-

ness that God created the world for this very purpose (see Rashi to

v.1 at top of page).

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Bereishis 5741)

* See Sichas Shabbos Nitzavim 5745, ch. 25.    ** Although the Torah does not repeat the prohibition of eating the sciatic nerve after the Jewish people assumed a national identity,

it nevertheless comes from Sinai. Thus, if the book of Bereishis was omitted—as Rashi suggests—details of these mitzvos would have been included at some later point.
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�� Why did God separate the light from the darkness? (v. 4)

RASHI: Here too, we need the words of the Midrash: He saw that it

was not proper for the wicked to use it, so He separated it for the

righteous in the future. 

According to its literal meaning, the explanation of the verse is as

follows: He saw that it was good, and it was not fitting that it (the

light) and darkness should function in a jumble, so He assigned for

one its boundary by day, and for the other one its boundary by night.

BARTENURA: Verse 2 states that, “darkness was on the surface of the

deep (waters that covered the land),” and then, in verse 3, light is

created.  Surely then, God had already distinguished the light from

the darkness, so why does verse 4 state, “God separated the light

from the darkness”? 

To answer this problem, Rashi writes “we need the words of the

Midrash,” and explains that the additional “separation” in verse 4

refers to God separating the light for the righteous in the future.

This could cause the non-Jewish nations to complain, “You are

robbers!” For by conquering the Land of Israel, the Jewish people

“robbed” all the nations of the world from ever identifying themselves

with the land again.  From that point on it became the Land of Israel, an

identity that it retained even after the Jewish people were exiled from it.

The Jewish people can thus reply, “The whole earth belongs to God. He

created it and granted it to whomever was deemed fit in His eyes!” I.e. the

permanent acquisition of the Land of Israel by the Jewish people is God’s

will. From the moment He created the world, He already intended that

the Jewish people should inherit the land.  The permanent acquisition of

the land by the Jewish people is thus not robbery, but Divinely willed.

However, this begs the question: If God intended at the very outset of

creation that the Land of Israel should be an exclusively Jewish land, to

the extent that no other nation could identify with it, then why did He

allow other nations to possess it before the Jewish people?

To answer this question, Rashi continues, “It was His will that they

should have it; and, by His will, He took it from them and gave it to us!”

I.e. the very same Divine will caused both events. 

God’s intention was that the Jewish people should acquire a non-

Jewish land and transform it into a holy land, the Land of Israel.

Therefore, He first gave it to the nations, and then He told the Jewish

people to conquer it.

In the final analysis, we see that Rashi has explained the necessity for

the narrative up to Shemos chapter 12.  All this information is required to

explain how God intended the Land of Israel for the Jewish people at the

very outset of Creation (Parshas Bereishis), and yet He first gave it to the

nations (see Noach 10:5, Lech Lecha 12:6 and Rashi ibid.). In order to explain the

lengthy delay which occurred before the Jewish people received the land,

the Torah describes the “Covenant of the Parts” where Avraham was told

that his descendants would be exiled for hundreds of years (15:13).  The

remaining part of the book of Bereishis is thus required to explain how this

occurred in actuality, i.e. how Avraham’s descendants went down into

Egypt and were enslaved. Then we read finally, at the beginning of the

book of Shemos, how the exile ended and the Jewish people left Egypt to

receive the Torah and conquer the Land of Israel.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 5, pp. 1ff; Sichas Shabbos Bereishis 5726)

LIGHT & DARKNESS (V. 4)

Bartenura writes that Rashi cites the Midrash in his commentary to

verse 4, in order to explain why the Torah states, “God separated the light

from the darkness,” a detail which seems to have already occurred in

verses 2 and 3.

However, Bartenura fails to explain why Rashi chose to cite the

Midrashic interpretation before he explains the verse at the literal level.

Surely Rashi should have written the straightforward explanation first,

before citing the more esoteric words of the Midrash?

RASHI’S PROBLEM

Rashi was troubled why the verse states, “God said, ‘Let there be

light!’—and there was light. God saw that the light was good, and God

separated....”  The term “the light” appears to be superfluous here, as the

verse could have stated more simply, “God saw that it was good.”

This led Rashi to the conclusion that, here in verse 4, God must have

perceived some additional “good” quality within the light which was not

yet apparent in verse 3.  Therefore, in addition to telling us that “there was

light” (v. 3), the Torah adds here that “God saw that the light was good”

(v. 4), suggesting that within the light an especially good quality was to be

found.
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d̈l�i®l̈ `�x ´�w K�W −Ÿg©l�e mF½ i Æ xF`¨l | mi³�d÷	` `Æ�x
w�Ie d :K�W «Ÿg�d
©ri −�w�x i¬�d�i mi½�d÷	̀  x�n Ÿ̀Íe e t :c«�g�` mF¬i x�wŸ −aÎi�d�i«e a�x¬ ¤rÎi�d�i«e

:`�xFd�p d�e�de `�xFd�p i�d�i �i�i x�n�`e b :`�I�n i¥R�`

oi¥A �i�i Wi�x§t�`�e a�h i�x�` `�xFd�p zi �i�i �̀f�ge c

`�n�n�i `�xFd�p¦l �i�i `�x
wE d :`¨kFW�g oi¥aE `�xFd�p

x©t§v d�e�de W�n
x d�e�de `�i§li¥l `�x
w `¨kFW�g©l�e

zEri¦v
n¦A `̈ri�w
x i�d�i �i�i x�n�̀ e e :c�g `�nFi

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

vfcus guns ctuhr' unrj; gk pbh vnho cruj phu ak vec"v ucntnru'
fhubv vnrjp, gk vei' teuc��yhr ckg"z: )s( uhrt tkvho t, vtur
fh yucuhcsk/t; czv tbu mrhfho kscrh tdsv1' rtvu athbu fsth
kva,na cu ragho' uvcshku kmsheho kg,hs kct/ ukph pauyu fl pravu'
rtvu fh yuc' uthi btv ku ukjal ahvhu na,nahi cgrcucht' uecg kzv
,junu chuo ukzv ,junu ckhkv: )v( huo tjs/kph xsr kaui vprav

vhv ku kf,uc huo rtaui' fnu af,uc catr vhnho' abh' akhah' rchgh'
knv f,c tjs' kph avhv vec"v hjhs cguknu' akt bcrtu vnktfho gs
huo abh' fl npura ccrtah, rcv2: )u( hvh rehg/h,jze vrehg' at;
gk ph abcrtu anho chuo rtaui' gshhi kjho vhu' uerau cabh ndgr,
vec"v ctnru hvh rehg' uzvu af,uc gnush anho hruppu3' fk huo
rtaui' ucabh h,nvu ndgr,u' ftso ana,uno uguns ndgr, vnthho

hWar
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3 God said, “Let there be light!”—and there was light. 
4 God saw that the light was good, and God separated the (times of) light from the (times of) darkness

(in the following manner:) 5 God called out to the light (and assigned it to the) day, and He called out to

the darkness (and assigned it to) the night.*

It became evening and it became morning—one day. 

�� Why does the verse write, “one day” and not “the first day”? (v. 5)

RASHI: To fit in with the context of the chapter, the verse should have stated, “the first day,” as is written regarding the other days: “second,”

“third,” “fourth.” Why did Scripture write “one”? 

Because God was alone in His world, since the angels were not created until the second day. This is explained in Bereishis Rabah (3:8).  

In other words, the light contained two qualities: a.) Its natural property

of illumination; b.) A deeper aspect of “goodness.” Rashi explains that

God separated out the latter from the former, to be reserved for the

righteous in the future.

We have thus answered Bartenura’s question (why the Torah needs to

repeat the separation of the light in verse 4), for the separation here refers

to a separation within the light itself; and clearly, this information is not

conveyed by verses 2 and 3.

Furthermore, we have also explained why the Midrashic interpretation

is so crucial at the literal level (such that Rashi cites it first), since only the

Midrashic interpretation explains how an actual “separation” took place

within a single entity.  According to the plain meaning however—that God

separated the times of light from the times of darkness (see Rashi)—the

verse is speaking more of an “allocation” or “redistribution,” rather than

a genuine “separation.”

WHY WAS GOD ALONE ON THE FIRST DAY?

Based on the above, we can explain a difficulty with Rashi’s comment

to verse 5.  The verse states, “It became evening and it became morning,

one day.” Rashi questions why the Torah employs the expression “one

day” rather than saying “the first day,” and he answers that this alludes to

the Midrashic teaching that God was totally “alone in His world” on that

day.

This begs the question: Since God had already created light on the

first day, then surely He was not alone, since He was accompanied by

His first creation: the light. Why does Rashi write that God was “alone in

His world.”

The answer to this problem is to be found in the nature of light:

It was explained above that the light which was created on the first day

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

Why did God create light first of all, only then to hide it? (see

Rashi to v. 4)

Because the ultimate purpose of Creation is that God’s presence

should be revealed in the lowest realms (Midrash Tanchumah, Naso

16), therefore, at the very outset of Creation God made a “mission

statement” declaring what the ultimate purpose of the world

should be—revelation; like an architect (so to speak) who draws

up plans before constructing a building.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 10, p. 7ff.)

[ The Last Word [

THE AGE OF THE WORLD

Those well-meaning persons who felt impelled to interpret

certain passages in the Torah differently from the time-

honored traditional interpretation, did so only in the mistaken

belief that the Torah view (on the age of the world etc.) was at

variance with science; otherwise they would not have sought new

interpretations in the Torah. 

The apologetic literature—at least a substantial part of it—that

was created as a result of this misconception, relied on the

principle that, as in the case of "muttar leshanos mipnei darchei

shalom" [it is permissible to alter the facts for the sake of peace],

there was no harm in making an "innocent" verbal concession to

science, if it would be helpful in strengthening commitment to

Torah and mitzvos of many. 

At the bottom of this attitude was the mistaken belief that

scientific "conclusions" were categorical and absolute...

The crucial point, however, is that the latest conclusions of

science introduced a radical change into science's own

evaluation of itself, clearly defining its own limitations.

Accordingly, there is nothing categorical in science; the principle

of cause and effect is substituted by "probable sequence of

events" etc....

Science demands empirical verification: "conclusions" are

considered "scientific" if they have been investigated experi-

mentally—but certainly not in relation to conditions which have

never been known to mankind and can never be duplicated. 

In view of all that has been said above, there is no reason

whatever to believe that science (as different from scientists) can

state anything definitive on something which occurred in the

remote past, in the pre-dawn of history. Consequently, there is no

need to seek new reinterpretations in the Torah to "reconcile"

them with science....

(Excerpt from a letter written by the Rebbe)

* See Sichas Shabbos Bereishis 5743, ch. 36.
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had two properties: a.) Its superficial quality of physical illumination, and

b.) An inner, deeper “good” that was separated out.  

The inner quality of the light had the effect of revealing the purpose of

creation, how every entity that exists is, in essence, totally one with God.  

God found it necessary to hide this inner aspect of the light in order to

grant man free choice. For if the inner purpose of every object was plainly

evident, it would be impossible to sin, since a sin is only made possible

via concealment of the truth. 

Therefore Rashi writes that, despite the existence of light on the first day,

“God was alone in the world,” for, the inner light revealed how God is

truly at one with His creations to the extent that there is “nothing but

God.”  I.e. despite the fact that creation had started on the first day, God

was still “alone in His world,” since the inner light revealed how

everything that existed was totally one with Him.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 25, p. 1ff)
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T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“LET THE FIRMAMENT (MATERIALIZE)...” (V. 6)

The verse states, “Forever, O God, Your word stands firm in the

heavens” (Psalms 119:89). The Baal Shem Tov, of blessed

memory, has explained that “Your word” which You uttered, “Let

the firmament (materialize) between the waters…” (v. 6), these

very words and letters stand firmly forever within the firmament

of heaven and are forever found within all the heavens to give

them life.... For if the letters were to depart even for an instant,

God forbid, and return to their source, all the heavens would

become naught and absolute nothingness, and it would be as

though they had never existed at all, exactly as before the

utterance, “Let the firmament (materialize)....”

(Tanya, Sha’ar Hayichud Veha’emunah, chap. 1)

gkhu: c,ul vnho/ ctnmg vnho' aha vpra chi nho vgkhubho krehg fnu
chi vrehg knho agk vtr.' vt kns,' avo ,kuho cntnru ak nkl:
)z(uhga tkvho t,vrehg/,ebu gk gnsu' uvht gahh,u' fnu uga,v
t, mprbhv: ngk krehg/gk vrehg kt btnr' tkt ngk krehg' kph avi
,kuhho ctuhr/ unpbh nv kt btnr fh yuc chuo abh' kph akt vhv bdnr
nktf, vnho gs huo vakhah' uvrh v,jhk cv cabh' uscr akt bdnr thbu
cnhkutu uyucu' ucakhah abdnrv nktf, vnho uv,jhk udnr nktfv tjr,'
fpk cu fh yuc abh pgnho' tj, kdnr nktf, vabh' utj, kdnr nktf,
vhuo: )j( uherttkvho krehg anho/at nho' ao nho' ta unho'
agrci zv czv ugav nvo anho: )y( heuu vnho/ayujhi vhu gk pbh fk
vtr.' uveuuo ctuehhbux' vut vho vdsuk acfk vhnho: )h( ert hnho/

uvkt ho tjs vut' tkt thbu sunv ygo sd vgukv ni vho cgfu ksd vgukv
ni vho ctxpnht: )ht( ,sat vtr. satgac/kt sat kaui gac ukt
gac kaui sat' ukt vhv kaui vnert kunr ,gahc vtr.' anhbh satho
njukehi' fk tjs kgmnu bert gac pkubh' uthi kaui knscr kunr sat pkubh'
akaui sat vut kcha, vtr. favht n,nkt, csatho: ,satvtr./
,,nkt u,,fxv kcua gacho' ckaui kg"z bert sat trcrh". ckg��z' fuki
cgrcucht' ufk aura kgmnu bert gac: nzrhg zrg/ ahdsk cu zrg kzrug
nnbu cneuo tjr: g. prh/ahvt ygo vg. fygo vprh/ uvht kt ga,v
fi' tkt u,umt vtr. udu� ug. guav prh' ukt vg. prh' kphfl fab,ekk
tso gk gubu bpesv do vht gk gubv )ub,ekkv(: tar zrgu cu/vi
drghbh fk prh' anvi vthki munj fabuyghi tu,i: )hc(u,umt vtr.

hWar
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[ TT HHEE SS EE CC OO NN DD DD AAYY ——SS EE PP AA RR AA TT II OO NN OOFF WW AA TT EE RR SS [

God said, “Let the firmament (materialize) between the waters, and let it separate between (the

upper) waters and (the lower) waters.” 
7 God made the firmament (fixed in its position). He separated between the waters that were

below the firmament and the waters that were above the firmament (by suspending the upper waters in

mid-air), and it remained that way. 8 God called the firmament “sky.” 

It became evening and it became morning—a second day.

[ TT HHEE TT HH II RR DD DD AAYY ——LL AA NN DD &&  VV EE GG EE TT AA TT II OO NN [

God said, “Let the water that is below the skies gather into one location, and let the dry land

appear!”—and that is what happened. 
10 God called the dry land “earth,” and He called the gathering of the waters “seas.” God saw

that (the work of the second and third days) was good. 
11 God said, “Let the earth be covered with vegetation, plants that reproduce by seed and trees (with

edible bark that tastes like) fruit, which produce fruit of their own species containing their own seed, over

the earth!”—and that is what happened. 12 The earth germinated vegetation, plants that reproduce by

seed of their own species and fruit-producing trees, in which its seeds of its own species are found. 

God saw that it was good. 
13 It became evening and it became morning—a third day. 

�� Why did God call the firmament “skies” (v. 8)

RASHI: The Hebrew word for “skies,” o�h�n�J, is a combination of different words: o°h©n t¨G (“bear water”), o�h�n öJ (“there is water”), o�h�nU J¥t
(“fire and water”). He mixed them together and made the skies from them (See “The Last Word” below).

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

1:6

1:9

[ The Last Word [

THE FOUR ELEMENTS

During the first three days of Creation, God distinguished the four

elements: earth (v. 9-10), water (v. 6-7), air (alluded to by the word ©jUr
in v. 2) and fire (see Rashi to v. 8). In the following letter, this concept is

reconciled with the view of Science that there are over 100 elements:

“Modern chemistry does not recognize over one hundred basic

elements but a considerably fewer number if matter is to be reduced

to its basic components or particles.  For the so-called elements

themselves are made up of atoms, which are the smallest particles

into which an element can be divided and yet retain its properties and

characteristics, but the atoms themselves are further made up of

smaller particles, such as electrons, protons, neutrons.

“Thus the answer to your question lies in the proper definition of

the terms under discussion.  For as indicated above, the so-called

element is not the basic particle matter.  Even the term ‘atom’ which

originally meant something invisible, is an archaism now employed

only for convenience, as it no longer corresponds to its original

meaning.  Similarly when we speak of an individual as being an

element of society this does not mean that the individual himself is

not composite.

“This should be born in mind when we consider the term Yesodoth

in the Zohar, Midrash Rabba, Kabbalah, etc. and of course, in the

Tanya and other Chabad sources.  This does not mean something

which under normal circumstances is indivisible or unchangeable,

[everything that exists in the world.]  I might also mention that there

is another school of thought that conceives these four Yesodoth, not

in their physical aspects, but rather qualitatively, this is to say, ‘fire’ in

the sense of the properties of heat and dryness; ‘water’, in the sense

of coolness and humidity.”

(Excerpt from a letter written by the Rebbe)
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�� When were the luminaries created? (v. 14)

RASHI: They were created on the first day, and on the fourth day,

He commanded them to be suspended in the sky. 

Similarly, all the creations of the skies and the earth were created

on the first day, and each one was fixed in its proper place on the

day that was decreed upon it. Verse 1 is thus to be read, “In

the beginning of God’s creation of the skies and the earth and

their contents.”

GOD’S METHOD OF CREATING THE WORLD (V. 14)

Rashi explains (v. 14) that everything was created on the first day, and

merely “fixed” on subsequent days.  From this it follows that God’s

utterances were only made on the subsequent days where it was

necessary to change various details of the creation.  Those details which

did not need to be changed were thus not “mentioned” by God in

His utterances.

This explains why, for example, God did not say, “Let there be fire,”

since the nature of fire did not change after creation. This is in contrast to

“earth” which was mentioned (on the second day and third days)

since its nature changed when it began to emerge from the water and

sprout vegetation.

One might ask: since the above concept is crucial to our understanding

of the creation story, why did Rashi not mention it at the beginning of his

commentary when he describes the events of the first day?

The reason why Rashi only mentions this concept here for the first time

is because there has been no indication in scripture up to this point that

the entire creation was already in existence on the first day. God said, “Let

there be light... Let the earth be covered, etc.” suggesting that these

entities were appearing for the first time. Only when Rashi encountered

the phrase, “The luminaries shall be positioned in the firmament” (v. 14),

which suggests the positioning of previously existing luminaries, did Rashi

come to the conclusion that “all the creations of the skies and the earth

were created on the first day, and each one was fixed in its proper place

on the day that was decreed upon it.” 

That is to say, verse 14 forces us to reconsider our understanding of

verse 1. Initially we presumed that only skies and earth were created on

the first day and the other details were added later; but on reading verse

14 we realize that God also created “their contents” on the first day, and

merely fixed them in place during the rest of the week.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Bereishis 5734; Likutei Sichos vol. 15, p. 469)
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uduw/t; gk ph akt btnr knhbvu csathi cmuuhhvi' angu abmyuu vthkbu,
gk fl' ubatu ek ujunr cgmni' fsnpra ctdsv cajhy, jukhi1: )hs( hvh
ntr, uduw/nhuo rtaui bcrtu' ucrchgh muv gkhvo kv,ku, crehg' ufi
fk ,uksu, anho utr. bcrtu chuo rtaui' ufk tjs utjs becg chuo abdzr
gkhu' vut af,uc t, vanho' krcu, ,uksu,hvo' ut, vtr.' krcu,
,uksu,hv: hvhntr,/jxr uh"u f,hc' gk avut huo ntrv khpuk txfrv
c,hbueu,' vut aabhbu' crchgh vhu n,gbho gk txfrv akt ,puk c,hbueu,:
kvcshk chi vhuouchi vkhkv/ nabdbz vtur vrtaui' tck cacg, )b��t
cd�( hnh crtah,' anau vtur uvjal vrtaubho abhvo hjs' chi chuo chi
ckhkv: uvhukt,,/favnturu, kuehi xhni rg vut kguko' abtnr

ntu,u, vanho tk ,j,u uduw2' cgau,fo rmui vec"v' thi t,o mrhfhi
kstud ni vpurgbu,: uknugsho/gk ao vg,hs' ag,hsho hartk kvmyuu,
gk vnugsu,' uvo bnbho knuks vkcbv: ukhnho/anua vjnv jmh huo
uanua vkcbv jmhu vrh huo ako: uabho/kxu; ax"v hnho )x��t urchg
huo(' hdnru nvkf,o ch"c nzku, vnar,ho tu,o' uvht abv' ujuzrho
un,jhkho pgo abhv kxcc cdkdk fnvkfi vrtaui: )yu( uvhukntur,/
gus zt, hanau ahthru kguko: )yz( vntr, vdsukho/auho bcrtu'
ub,ngyv vkcbv' gk aeyrdv utnrv th tpar kabh nkfho aha,nau
cf,r tjs: ut, vfufcho/gk hsh anhgy t, vkcbv' vrcv mcthv kvphx
sg,v: )f( bpa jhv/ahvt cv jhu,: ar./fk scr jh athbu dcuv ni

hWar

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

1 jukhi x/    2 hrnhw h' c
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[ TT HHEE FF OO UU RR TT HH DD AAYY ——SS UUNN ,,   MM OO OO NN &&  SS TT AA RR SS [

God said, “The luminaries shall be positioned in the firmament of the skies to separate between

the day and the night! They will serve as omens (of bad events, when there is an eclipse, and

will determine the time of the Jewish) festivals, (and the sun and moon will define) the days

and years! 15 They will (also) act as luminaries in the firmament of the skies to shed light upon the earth!”

—and that is what happened. 
16 God made two large luminaries (but since they clashed, He reduced one in size. Thus,) the large

luminary was to rule over the day and the small luminary was to rule over the night, and (He made) the

stars (in order to appease the moon). 17 God placed them in the firmament of the skies to shed light

upon the earth, 18 to rule over the day and over the night, and to separate between the light and between

the darkness. 

God saw that it was good. 
19 It became evening and it became morning—a fourth day. 

[ TT HHEE FF II FF TT HH DD AAYY ——SS MM AA LL LL CC RR EE AA TT UU RR EE SS ,,   FF II SS HH &&  BB II RR DD SS [

20 God said, “Let the waters produce swarms of (small) living creatures, and let birds fly over the earth,

across the firmament of the skies!” 

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

ORBIT OF THE CELESTIAL BODIES

You touch upon the question of whether the sun revolves around

the earth or vice versa, in view of the fact that you heard from a

college student that "the truth is that the earth revolves around the

sun." 

It greatly surprises me that, according to your letter, the student

declared that science has resolved that the earth revolves around the

sun. The surprising thing is that a person making such a declaration

would be about one half a century behind the times insofar as the

position of modern science is concerned. For it is approximately one

half a century ago that the theory of Relativity was expounded, which

was accepted by all scientists as the basis for all the branches of

science. One of the basic elements of this theory is that when two

bodies in space are in motion relative to one another (actually the

theory was initiated on the basis of the movements of stars, planets,

the earth, etc.), science declares with “absolute certainty” that from

the scientific point of view, both possibilities are equally valid,

namely that the earth revolves around the sun, or the sun revolves

around the earth. 

An essential point in the above conclusion is that it is not based on

a lack of more definitive knowledge, but this is the inevitable

conclusion based upon the present position of science, namely that

in principle it is impossible that it could be scientifically proven

which of the two, the sun or the earth, revolves around the other. 

Needless to say, any particular scientist, like any individual, is

entitled to his own opinion as to which alternative he prefers, or that

he simply is inclined to believe in one rather than in the other.

However, this is only an expression of a personal preference which

any individual human being is entitled to. But it would not be true to

say that science has resolved the question in favor of one school of

thought against the other. To be sure, there were scientists who made

such declarations over one half century ago, as mentioned above,

and this provides at least some explanation why the textbooks in the

elementary schools have still retained that outdated position.

However, it is surprising that a college student, who has already

passed through high school and has entered college, and should

therefore have some knowledge of the theory of Relativity, should

attribute to science such an unscientific and obsolete statement. 

To sum up the above, it is clear that where one says that it is

possible to be a scientist and accept the idea that the sun revolves

around the earth, and another one says that science rejects this idea

(I emphasize the word science, as distinct from scientist, as a human

being—no more, as mentioned above)—the first one has both his feet

firmly on a modern scientific foundation, while the second one

appears to have remained in the world and time of Copernicus.

(Excerpted from a letter written by the Rebbe on 23rd of Elul, 5723 [1962].)

1:14
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z´�`�e mi®¦lŸc�B�d m−�pi�P�Y�dÎz�` mi½�d÷	` `´�x§a�Ie `k :m�i«�n�X�d ©ri ¬�w
x
zÆ�`�e mÀ�d�pi«�n§l m�i¹�O�d EÆv
x«�W Á x�W�` z�U¿�nŸx«�d | d´ �I�g«�d W¤t´ �pÎl¨M
m² �zŸ̀  K�ẍ̄a�ie ak :aF «hÎi¦M mi−�d÷	` `
x¬ Ie Ed½ �pi�n§l Æ s�p¨M sF ³rÎl¨M
a�x¬ �i sF −r�d�e mi½�OI©A Æ m�iÆ�O�dÎz�` E ³̀ §l�nE EÀa
xE Ex́§R xŸ ®n`¥l mi−�d÷	`
miÀ�d÷	` x�n`Ÿ´Ie ck t :i«�Wi�n�g mF¬i x�wŸ −aÎi�d�i« e a�x¬ ¤rÎi�d�i« e bk :u�x«�`¨A
u�x− �̀ ÎFz�i«�g�e U�n² �x�e d¬�n�d§A D½ �pi�n§l Æ d�I�g W¤t³ �p u�x¹�`�d `Æ¥vFY
DÀ�pi�n§l u�x¹�`�d zÆ I�gÎz�̀ Á mi�d÷	` U©r´ Ie dk :o«¥kÎi�d�i«e D® �pi�n§l
`
x¬ Ie Ed® �pi�n§l d−�n�c�`«�d U�n¬�xÎl¨M z² �̀ �e D½ �pi�n§l Æ d�n�d§A�dÎz� �̀e
Ep−�n§l©v§A m² �c�` d¬�U£r«p mi½�d÷	` x�n`Ÿ´Ie ek :aF «hÎi¦M mi−�d÷	`
Æ d�n�d§A©aE m�iÀ �n�X�d sFŕ§aE m¹�I�d zÆb
c¦a Á EC
x�i�e Ep®�zEn
c¦M
`Æ�x§a�Ie fk :u�x«�`�dÎl©r U¬�nŸx«�d U�n−�x�dÎl¨k§aE u�x½�`�dÎl¨k§aE
x¬ ¨k�f F ®zŸ` `́�x¨A mi−�d÷	` m¤l¬ ¤v§A F½n§l©v§A Æ m�c�`«�dÎz�` | mi³�d÷	`
miÀ�d÷	` m¹�d¨l x�n`ŸÆ Ie¼ mi�d÷	`» m�zŸ̀  K�x´ ¨a�ie gk :m«�zŸ` `¬�x¨A d− ¨a�w�pE
sFŕ§aE Æ m�I�d z³ b
c¦A Eºc
xE �d®�W§a¦k�e u�x−�`�dÎz�` E ¬̀ §l�nE E ²a
xE E ¬x§R
miÀ�d÷	` x�n`Ÿ´Ie hk :u�x«�`�dÎl©r z�U¬�nŸx«�d d− �I�gÎl¨k§aE m�i½�n�X�d

zi�e �̀I©a
x§a�x �̀Ipi�P�Y zi �i�i �̀x§aE `k : �̀I�n
W�c
`�I�n EWi�g
x�` i�c `�Wi�g�x
c �̀z�i�g `�W§tp l¨M
�i�i `�f�ge i�dFp�f¦l g�x¨t
c `¨tFr l¨M zi�e oFdi�p�f¦l
Eb
qE EWER x�ni�n§l �i�i oFd
zi Ki�x¨aE ak :a�h i�x�̀
:`¨r
x�`§a i�b
q�i `¨tFr�e `�I�n
ni§A `�I�n zi El
nE
x�n�`e ck :i`�Wi�n�g mFi x©t§v d�e�de W�n
x d�e�de bk

xi¦r§A D�p�f¦l `�z�i�g `�W§tp `¨r
x�` wi¥R�Y �i�i
c©a£re dk :o¥k d�e�de D�p�f¦l `¨r
x�` ze�g�e Wi�g
xE
zi�e D�p�f¦l `�xi¦r§A zi�e D�p�f¦l `¨r
x�` ze�g zi �i�i
:a�h i�x�` �i�i `�f�ge i�dFp�f¦l `¨r
x�`
c `�W�gi�x l¨M
`�p�zEn
c¦M `�p�n§l©v§A `�W�p	` c¥a£rp �i�i x�n�`e ek

`�xi¦r§a¦aE `�I�n
W�c `¨tFr§aE `�Oi i�pEp§A oEh§l
W�i�e
:`¨r
x�` l©r Wi�g�x
C `�W�gi�x l¨k§aE `¨r
x�` l¨k§aE
oi�d̈l	` m©l�v§A Di�n§l©v§A m�c�` zi �i�i `�x§aE fk

:oFd
zi `�x§A `¨a
wEp�e x©k
C Di�z�i `�x§A
Eb
qE EWER �i�i oFd§l x�n�`e �i�i oFd
zi Ki�ẍaE gk

`�ni i�pEp§A EhEl
WE D¨l£r EtEw
zE `¨r
x�` zi El
nE
l©r `�W�g�x
C `�z�i�g l¨k§aE `�I�n
W�c `¨tFr§aE
l̈M zi oFk§l zi¦a�d�i �̀d �i�i x�n�̀ e hk :`¨r
x�`

�� What is the unique quality of the fifth day? (v. 20-23)

TALMUD: Anybody born on the fifth day of the week will have a tendency to be kind, because fish and birds were created on this day and

fish and birds do not need to work hard for their sustenance, but are fed purely by the kindness of God (Shabbos 156a and Rashi ibid.).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

vtr. eruh ar./ cgu; fdui zcucho' caemho fdui bnkho ujhpuahi u,ukgho'
uccrhu, fdui juks ugfcr ujuny ufhumt cvo ufi vsdho: )ft( v,bhbo/
sdho dsukho acho/ ucscrh tdsv1vut kuh,i uci zudu' acrto zfr ubecv'
uvrd t, vbecv unkjv kmsheho kg,hs kct' ato hpru uhrcu' kt h,ehho
vguko cpbhvo: bpavjhv/bpa aha cv jhu,: )fc( uhcrl tu,o/kph
anjxrho tu,o umshi nvo utufkhi tu,o' vumrfu kcrfv' ut; vjhu,
vumrfu kcrfv' tkt npbh vbja ag,hs kekkv kfl kt crfi' akt hvt vut
cfkk: pru/kaui prh' fkunr gau phru,: urcu/to kt tnr tkt pru' vhv
tjs nukhs tjs ukt hu,r' uct urcu atjs nukhs vrcv: )fs( ,umt
vtr./vut aphra,h avfk bcrt nhuo rtaui ukt vumrfu tkt kvumhto:
bpa jhv/aha cv jhu,: urna/vo armho' avo bnufho urunaho gk
vtr. ubrtho fthku bdrrho' athi vkufi bhfr/ fk kaui rna uar. ckaubbu
eubnucrh"a: )fv( uhga/,ebo cmchubo c,heubi uceun,i: )fu( bgav
tso/gbu,bu,u ak vec"v knsbu nfti' kph avtso vut csnu, vnktfho
uh,ebtu cu' kphfl bnkl cvo' ufavut si t, vnkfho vut bnkl cpnkht
aku' afi nmhbu ctjtc' atnr ku nhfv rth,h t, vw huac gk fxtu ufk
mct vanho guns gkhu nhnhbu unantku' ufh ha hnhi uantk kpbhu' tkt tku
nhnhbho kzfu, utku nanthkho kjucv' ufi cdzhr, ghrhi p,dnt ucntnr

eshahi atk,t' t; fti cpnkht aku byk rau,' tnr kvo ha cgkhubho
fsnu,h' to thi fsnu,h c,j,ubho vrh ha ebtv cngav crtah,: bgav
tso/t; gk ph akt xhhguvu chmhr,u' uha neuo knhbho krsu,' kt bnbg
vf,uc nkkns srl tr. uns, gbuv' ahvt vdsuk bnkl ubuyk rau, ni
veyi' uto f,c tgav tso' kt knsbu ahvt nscr go ch, shbu' tkt go
gmnu/ u,auc,u f,ucv cmsu' uhcrt t, vtso' ukt f,hc uhcrtu:
cmknbu/cspux akbu: fsnu,bu/kvchi ukvafhk: uhrsu csd,vho/ha
ckaui vzv kaui rhsuh ukaui hrhsv' zfv rusv cjhu, uccvnu,' kt zfv'
bgav hrus kpbhvo uvjhv nuak, cu: )fz( uhcrttkvho t, vtso
cmknu/cspux vgauh ku' avfk bcrt cntnr uvut bcrt chsho' abtnr
u,a, gkh fpfv2' bgav cju,o' fnycg vgauhv gk hsh ruao aeurhi
eubh�.' )ucf��h euh��i( ufi vut tunr ,,vpl fjunr ju,o3: cmko
tkvho crttu,u/phra kl' atu,u mko vn,uei ku' mko shuei humru vut:
zfr ubecv crttu,o/ukvki vut tunr uhej tj, nmkgu,hu uduw4'
nsratdsv abcrtu abh prmupho crhtv rtaubv utjr fl jkei/ upauyu
ak nert' fti vushgl abcrtu abhvo caah' ukt phra kl fhms crhh,i'
uphra kl cneuo tjr: )fj( ufcav/jxr uh"u' kknsl avzfr fuca t,
vbecv' akt ,vt hmtbh,' ugus kknsl' avtha asrfu kfcua' nmuuv gk

hWar

1 cct c,rt gs:    2 ,vhkho eky' v    3 thuc kj'hs    4 crtah, c' ft
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21 God created the large sea fish, all the creeping living creatures that the waters produced in swarms,

according to their species, and all the winged birds according to their species. 

God saw that it was good. 
22 God blessed them, saying, “Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the waters of the seas, and let the birds

multiply upon the earth!” 
23 It became evening and it became morning—a fifth day.

[ TT HHEE SS II XX TT HH DD AAYY ——AA NN II MM AA LL SS &&  MM AANN [

God said, “Let the earth produce living creatures according to their (various) species, cattle,

creeping things and wild animals of the earth according to their (various) species!”—and that is

what happened. 
25 God made the wild animals of the earth according to their (various) species, the cattle according to

their (various) species, and all the creeping things of the ground according to their (various) species. 

God saw that it was good. 
26 God (consulted the Heavenly Court and) said, “Let us make man (Adam) in our mold,

(intellectually endowed) like us, and (if he is worthy) let him rule over the fish of the sea, over the

birds of the skies, over the cattle, over all the earth and over all the creeping things that creep on

the earth!” 
27 God created man (by hand) in (the) mold (which was made for) him. The mold (which He used)

to create him (resembled the image of) God. (On that day) He created (both) male and female. 
28 God blessed them. God said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth! (Let the man be

responsible for) taking control of it! Rule over the fish of the sea, the birds of the skies and over all the

wild animals that move upon the earth!” 

THE FIFTH DAY (V. 20-23)

The Talmud states that a person born on the fifth day of the week will

have a tendency to kindness since birds and fish, who are fed by the

kindness of God, were created on that day.

Elsewhere in the Talmud a further statement is made that Jewish people

can be recognized by “three signs,” one of which is that they are

“kindhearted” (Yevamos 89a; See also Tanya, end of ch. 1). So, if all Jews are

kindhearted in any case, what is the unique quality of being born on the

fifth day?

Clearly, these two texts of the Talmud are speaking of two different

forms of kindness:

The inherent kind nature of the Jewish people is a function of their

personalities. This is limited in the sense that a person will only extend

himself to a certain point to help another.  However kind-hearted a

person might be, his willingness to put himself aside for another person

will have its limit when stretched.

In contrast, a person born on the fifth day will have a tendency to help

others to the extent that he totally disregards his own personal needs and

interests, in a way that is somewhat reminiscent of God’s boundless

kindness.

However, although those born on the fifth day may be predisposed

towards a greater form of kindness, they only have a “tendency” towards

this trait which may or may not express itself. It is not an actual conscious

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

1:24

[ The Last Word [

“BE FRUITFUL AND MULTIPLY” (V. 28)

The first mitzvah in the Torah is to be fruitful and multiply

(v. 28). To rear a child, to initiate him or her into the Jewish

faith, to educate children in Torah and mitzvos—this is true

nachas (satisfaction). Being childless, no matter how much

freedom it allows, is no comparison.

One who fears that he will not be able to cope financially unless

he uses birth control is assuming that he succeeds through his

own efforts alone. True, Torah requires that man work to provide

for his family, but it is a primary tenet of Judaism that all success

comes from God, that His blessings give sustenance and not one's

own efforts alone.  It is God who provides for all of His creatures;

another mouth will not overburden Him.

Our Sages also explain that Mashiach will not come until all the

souls have descended into this world (Yevamos 62a). Through

having children the time of his coming is hastened. May it be

speedily in our days.

(Sichas Shabbos Parshas Naso 5740, Rosh Chodesh Shevat 5741)
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�� What were Adam and Chava allowed to eat? (v. 29-30)

RASHI: The Torah states that vegetable matter should be food, “for

you, for all the wild animals etc.” (v. 29-30). I.e. [the Torah] equated

cattle and the animals to man regarding the food that they were

permitted to eat. He did not allow Adam and his wife to kill a

creature and to eat its flesh. They were only permitted to eat the

vegetation, as were the animals. 

Later, He permitted the sons of Noach to eat flesh, as it is written

(9:3): “Every creeping thing that is alive, etc.” Like the green herbs,

which I permitted to the first man, I have given you everything.

GUR ARYEH: When Rashi writes that, “The Torah equated cattle and

the animals to man,” he means that just like animals were only

allowed to eat vegetation, likewise man was only permitted to eat

vegetable matter.

LEVUSH HA’OHRAH: The argument of Gur Aryeh is untenable.  How

can he write that “animals were only allowed to eat vegetation,”

when many animals do indeed kill other animals for food?

MIZRACHI: Rather, Rashi’s comparison is: Just as animals were

not permitted to kill humans, so too, humans were not permitted to

kill animals.

part of their personality.  Thus, there remains an advantage to the general

kind nature shared by all Jews, for it is a tangible character trait which

expresses itself openly.  

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 25, p. 10ff.)

THE DIET OF MAN AND THE ANIMALS (V. 29-30)

Rashi writes, “The Torah equated cattle and the animals to man

regarding the food that they were permitted to eat,” that they were only

allowed to eat vegetation, and not meat.

The following points, however, remain to be clarified:

a.) Rashi’s commentary to the Torah was written to explain the simple

meaning of scripture, i.e. information which is crucial for a basic under-

standing of the verses.  What question is Rashi answering?

b.) The Torah states explicitly, that “I have hereby given you every

plant...and every tree that has seed-bearing fruit! They shall be food for

you” (v. 29-30). From the fact that God makes no mention of meat, it is

obvious that man was required to be a vegetarian. Why does Rashi feel it

necessary to prove this by comparing man to animals?

c.) What exactly is meant by the comparison, “The Torah equated cattle

and the animals to man regarding the food that they were permitted

to eat”?

d.) Rashi writes that, “He did not allow Adam and his wife to kill a

creature and to eat its flesh,” which suggests that they were allowed to eat

meat from an animal that died by itself, or was killed by another animal.

What led Rashi to this conclusion?

THE EXPLANATION

On reading verses 29 and 30, Rashi was troubled by two questions:

a.) Of what relevance is the diet of Adam and Chava to the account of

the creation of the world?

b.) Why did God inform Adam and Chava about the diet of the

animals?

Due to the force of these questions, Rashi came to the conclusion that

the Torah could not merely be teaching us some details of dietary laws

that pertain to man and animals (as the commentators suggest—see “Classic

Questions”).  Rather, the Torah clarifies here the importance and priority of

man above the other creations:

�
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prhv urchv' ukt vtav: )fy( kfo hvhvktfkv ukfk jh, vtr./
vauv kvo cvnu, ujhu, kntfk' ukt vrav ktso ukta,u kvnh, crhv
uktfuk car' tl fk hre gac htfku hjs fko' ufactu cbh bj v,hr kvo
car' abtnr fk rna tar vut jh uduw' fhre gac av,r,h ktso vrtaui'
b,,h kfo t, fk: )kt( huo vaah/vuxh; vw caah' cdnr ngav crtah,'
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tjr' huo vaah' fko ,kuho ugunsho gs huo vaah' vut aah cxhui )x��t
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husg g,hu urdghu' mrhl kvuxh; njuk gk veusa' tck vec"v ahusg g,hu
urdghu' bfbx cu fjuy vagrv ubrtv ftku fkv cu chuo/ scr tjr' nv vhv
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29 God said, “I have hereby given you every plant that reproduces by seed that is upon the surface of

the entire earth, and every tree that has seed-bearing fruit! They shall be food for you, 30 for all the wild

animals of the earth, for all the birds of the skies, and for everything which moves upon the earth that is

alive! The food (for humans and animals) shall be plant vegetation (only)!”—and that is what happened. 
31 God saw everything that He had made, and—look!—it was very good. 

It became evening and it became morning—the sixth day. 
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The skies, the earth and all their numerous components were completed. 
2 On the seventh day, God completed His work that He had made. On the seventh day, He

rested from all His work that He had done. 

First, we read that, “God created man (by hand) in (the) mold (which

was made for) him. The mold (which He used) to create him (resembled

the image of) God” (v. 27) Then, God told man to “rule over the fish of the

sea, the birds of the skies and over all the wild animals that move upon

the earth,” indicating his primary role in the purpose of creation.

Thus, when reading verses 29 and 30, which describe the diet of man

and the animals, Rashi understood that this information was not being

stated as a parenthetical detail, but rather, to clarify further the role of man

which had been described in the previous verses.  

The knowledge that man is the pinnacle of creation (described in v. 26-28)

could lead him to become arrogant and disrespectful of the world’s

contents.  So, after describing the greatness of man, the Torah continued

and “equated cattle and the animals to man regarding the food that they

were allowed to eat.” I.e. these verses are an attempt to humble man with

the knowledge that, despite the fact that he is the pinnacle of creation

formed in the image of God, he is nevertheless a creature that needs to

eat in order to survive, like any animal.

Despite the fact that God told man to “rule over the fish of the sea, the

birds of the skies and over all the wild animals that move upon the earth”

(v. 28), he nevertheless limited the authority of man, in that “He did not

allow Adam and his wife to kill a creature and to eat its flesh.” This was

in order to ensure that man’s awareness of his own genuine greatness

should not lead to arrogance or pompousness.

Nevertheless, if an animal died naturally, there was no objection to man

eating it, as the intention here is that man should be humbled by

withholding his authority to kill other animals.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 20, p. 7ff.)

DID GOD WORK ON SHABBOS? (V. 2)

Rashi’s comment to verse 2 appears to contradict itself.  First he writes

that God’s work activities “entered a hairsbreadth into Shabbos,” which

suggests that, for a miniscule amount of time, God was actually working

on Shabbos [c.f. Sforno]. But then, Rashi states that it only “appeared as if

He completed the work on that day” [c.f. Chizkuni].

Both of these interpretations are difficult to accept since:

a.) How could God possibly work on Shabbos, even for a fraction of the

day, when work is prohibited the entire day?

b.) If God only appeared to work on Shabbos, then why does the Torah

state that “on the seventh day, God completed His work,” when in truth

He completed it on the sixth day?

RASHI’S FIRST INTERPRETATION

The Torah appears to be extremely ambiguous about the precise point

when the creation was completed.  First we read that on the sixth day,

“God saw everything that He had made...The skies, the earth and all their

multitudes were completed” (1:31-2:1). But then, the Torah continues that

it was only “on the seventh day” that “God completed His work that He

had made” (v. 2).

So, when did God actually finish, on the sixth day or the seventh?

To answer this question, Rashi cites the teaching of Rabbi Shimon, that

God can perform acts with such extreme precision that he is able to “enter

a hairsbreadth into Shabbos,” continuing to do work without actually

transgressing Shabbos. This explains why the Torah states, “on the

seventh day, God completed His work that He had made,” (despite the

fact that “the skies, the earth and all their multitudes were completed,” on

�
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�� When did God finish working? (v. 2)

RASHI: Rabbi Shimon said: A man of flesh and blood, who cannot

judge his times and his moments, must add some time from the week

to Shabbos. God, who can judge His times and His moments,

entered a hairsbreadth into Shabbos, and it appeared as if He

completed the work on that day. 

Another explanation: What was the world lacking? Rest. When

Shabbos came, rest came. The work was completed and finished. 

CHIZKUNI: The verse states that God only finished working on

Shabbos, which seems to suggest that some of the work was carried

out on Shabbos itself.  However, in truth, it only appeared that God

finished the work on Shabbos. For on Friday it was not yet clear

whether God had finished working, or whether He was going to do

more work the following day.  Only on Shabbos did it become

apparent that God had finished working

IBN EZRA: Thus, the verse should not be translated, “On the seventh

day, God finished his work,” but rather, “By the seventh day, God

finished his work.”

SFORNO: God actually finished work at the beginning of the

seventh day, but He only worked for an infinitesimally small

moment, as our Sages expressed with the term “with a hairs-

breadth.”

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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the sixth day), because God did in fact carry out a small amount of work

on the seventh day.  Nevertheless, it was such a miniscule amount of work

that it did not constitute a desecration of Shabbos.

To illustrate this point Rashi described it as a “hairsbreadth” of work,

since a single hair is virtually imperceptible on its own, and only becomes

noticeable when combined with other hairs.  Similarly, the work that God

did on Shabbos was so miniscule it was totally imperceptible.

Nevertheless, Rashi writes that it still “appeared as if He completed the

work on that day”—despite the fact that only a miniscule amount of work

was done on the seventh day—since, technically speaking, the work was

finished then.

RASHI’S SECOND INTERPRETATION

In the final analysis however, the above explanation is not completely

satisfying since:

a.) The verse, “on the seventh day, God completed His work that He

had made” is rendered somewhat non-literally, to read, “in the first few

moments of the seventh day, God completed his work, etc.”

b.) The above statement still contradicts the declaration in verses 1:31

and 2:1 that, “God saw everything that He had made...The skies, the

earth and all their multitudes were completed,” already on the sixth day.

Therefore, Rashi brought a second explanation: “What was the world

lacking? Rest. When Shabbos came, rest came. The work was completed

and finished.” I.e. the creation of the world was indeed complete on the

sixth day, and the only additional “creation” that was added on the

seventh day was “rest.”

However, this interpretation is rather difficult to accept since, at the

literal level, “rest”is not a type of creation or work, but rather, the absence

of work. It is thus inconsistent with the verse which states, “On the seventh

day, God completed His work that He had made,” for it turns out that

God did not do any real work on the seventh day.

Since this interpretation is less plausible than the first, Rashi cited it last.

WHAT WORK DID GOD DO?

Returning to the first interpretation of Rashi, we are left with the

question: What work did God do for that momentary instant of time

during the first Shabbos of creation? And why was it not considered to be

a transgression of Shabbos?

On the sixth day God created only man and the animals.  In chapter 3,

verse 8, Rashi writes that Adam and Chava sinned during the tenth hour

of the day, from which it is obvious that they must have been created

before this time.  Thus, in the remaining period of the day God would

have been completing His other work of that day: creating the animals

(which He had begun before the creation of man), “establishing their form

and stature”(Rashi to 1:25). Therefore, we can presume that the

“hairsbreadth” of work during Shabbos signified the completion of the

animal kingdom.

Since the work done on Shabbos was merely the completion of acts

carried out during the week, it was not considered to be a desecration

of Shabbos.

One might ask: One of the forbidden types of work on Shabbos is

makeh bepatish, completing the formation of an object with a final blow

of the hammer.  From this we see that even the completion of work is

forbidden on Shabbos, so how could God complete His formation of the

animals on Shabbos?

It could be argued that a person is only liable for makeh bepatish when
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the entire act that he performs occurs on Shabbos.  In our case however,

only a small portion of the act occurred on Shabbos (a “hairsbreadth”) so

God did not desecrate Shabbos.

One still might ask: There is a rabbinic prohibition which forbids even

half a creative act (melacha) to be performed on Shabbos. For example,

the prohibition of carrying in the public domain on Shabbos involves two

phases, “picking up” and “placing down.” But, if a person picked an

object up on Friday afternoon and then, after carrying it in the public

domain, placed in down on Shabbos, he would have transgressed a

rabbinic prohibition of performing half a creative act (see Shabbos 3b).

(Even though these rabbinic laws were only introduced formally at the

time of the second Temple, we are nevertheless taught that they were

observed as early as the times of Avraham (Rashi to Toldos 26:5), so we can

presume that God observed them too). 
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3 God blessed the seventh day (that a double portion of manna should descend in its honor) and He

sanctified it (that no manna should descend on Shabbos itself), because on that (day) God rested from

all His work that He had created, (for the remaining work which was left) to be done (on Shabbos, He

carried out on Friday instead, by doubling His workload). 
4 These (above mentioned details) are the chronology of the skies and the earth when they were

created, on the (first) day when God, Almighty God, made earth and skies (and the subsequent days

when He materialized the creations). 
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(The Torah now adds further details concerning the creation of man and woman, mentioned above, 1:27)

5 (The vegetation had only germinated within the ground, but) none of the trees of the field were yet

(sprouting) on the (surface of the) earth, nor had any vegetation of the field yet grown, because God,

Almighty God, had not brought rain upon the earth (since) there was no man to (appreciate the rain and)

work the soil. 
6 (God caused) a mist to ascend from the earth (moistening the clouds in order to) soak the entire

[ The Last Word [

Why did God deem it necessary to continue working all the

way up to Shabbos, and even to extend His work by a hairs-

breadth into Shabbos?  What was gained by this feat of precision?

God was teaching a lesson to mankind about the preciousness

of time.  So long as a person has the opportunity to carry out his

Divinely ordained mission in this world, he should utilize every

moment in order to realize its fullest potential, pushing every

allocation of time to its utmost limits.

Alternatively: a person might bemoan the fact that we are

living in such a spiritually desensitized generation. Gone

are the days of the prophets and Talmudic sages, when the

Jewish people served God with the utmost fervor! What could our

lowly generation possibly achieve beyond the accomplishments

of our ancestors?

The answer to this question can be derived from God’s conduct

when creating the world.  Just like we see that every moment was

precious to God, to the extent that he continued working to the

very last opportunity—likewise the final work of the very last

generations is of paramount importance. (Likutei Sichos vol. 5,  p. 24ff.)

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“(GOD CAUSED) A MIST TO ASCEND...” (V. 6)

When a person prays to God, it is not merely that God

“listens” to his prayers from above and responds

accordingly.  Rather, the process of prayer itself refines the person

spiritually, rendering him a suitable receptacle for additional

Divine blessings.  The receipt of a blessing is thus the direct

outcome of sincere, focused prayer.

This process is mirrored in the physical world by the method in

which rain is formed:  Rain is not a new entity that is formed in

heaven, but rather, the same “mist” that ascends from the ground,

forms clouds and eventually condenses into rain which showers

back down onto the earth.

In this light, we can appreciate the inner intention of Rashi’s

comment (v. 5) that the first rain shower only occurred in response

to Adam’s prayer.    (Sefer Hama’amarim Melukat vol. 4, pp. 254-5)

�� Why had God not sent rain? (v. 5)

RASHI: He had not caused it to rain, because there was no man to

work the soil, and no one recognized the benefit of rain.  But when

man came and recognized that it is a necessity for the world, he

prayed for it. Then rain came down, and the trees and the herbs

sprouted (See “Sparks of Chasidus”).
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It does appear therefore that God “transgressed” a rabbinic law by

carrying out part of a creative act on Shabbos.

However, in the final analysis, God did not transgress Shabbos at all.

For the rabbinic prohibition of performing half a creative act on Shabbos

only applies when each half is a significant proportion of the total act.  In

our case however, God only performed a miniscule portion of the act on

Shabbos (a hairsbreadth), and was thus totally “exempt.”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 5, p. 24ff.)
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�� How was man formed? (v. 7)

RASHI: God gathered soil from the entire earth from all four

directions, so that wherever man would die, the earth would accept

him for burial. 

Another explanation: God took soil from the place of which it is

said, “You shall make Me an altar of earth” (Shemos 20:21), to

symbolize that it [the earth of the altar] should be an atonement for

him, so that he would be able to endure.

�� When did God create the Garden of Eden? (v. 8)

TALMUD: Seven things were [intended to be] created before the

creation of the world: Torah, Teshuvah, the Garden of Eden,

Gehinom, God’s throne of glory, the Holy Temple and the name of

Mashiach (Pesachim 54a; Nedarim 39b).

MIDRASH: Man was created on the sixth day of creation, and the

Garden of Eden on the third day (Bereishis Rabah ch. 15).

�� Why didn’t God create man in the Garden of Eden? (v. 8)

CHIZKUNI: Because then man would have thought that the entire

world was as beautiful as the Garden of Eden. Therefore, God first

created man outside the Garden, to see how unpleasant the world

really was, and then He placed him in the haven of the Garden.

RADAK: In this way man would recognize the kindness which God

performed for him by placing him in the Garden. 
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x�̀  l̈M zi si�T�n
`�g§l�c§A o�O�Y a�h `i�d�d `¨r
x�`
c `¨a�d�c�e ai

oFgi�B `�p�i�p�z `�x�dp mEW�e bi :`¨l
xEa i�p§a�`�e
mEW�e ci :WEk
c `¨r
x�` l¨M zi si�T�n `Ed

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

kgbhi crhh,u ak tso vgkv v,vuo' uvaev gbbho karu, vgpr' ubcrt
tso' fdck zv abu,i nho utjr fl ka t, vghxv' t; fti uvaev' utjr
fl uhhmr: )z( uhhmr/a,h hmhru,' hmhrv kguko vzv uhmhrv k,jhh, vn,ho'
tck ccvnv athbv guns, kshi' kt bf,c chmhr,v abh hush"i: gpr ni
vtsnv/mcr gpru nfk vtsnv' ntrcg ruju,' acfk neuo ahnu, ao'
,vt euky,u kecurv/ scr tjr' byk gpru nneuo abtnr cu nzcj tsnv
,gav kh1' vkuth ,vt ku fprv uhufk kgnus: uhpj ctphu/gatu ni
v,j,ubho uni vgkhubho' du; ni v,j,ubho ubanv ni vgkhubho' kph
achuo rtaui bcrtu anho utr.' cabh crt rehg kgkhubho' cakhah ,rtv
vhcav k,j,ubho' crchgh crt nturu, kgkhubho' cjnhah harmu vnho
k,j,ubho' vuzee caah kcrtu, cu cgkhubho un,j,ubho' uto ktu ha
ebtv cngav crtah,' ahvhu tku rcho gk tku ccrht, huo tjs: kbpa
jhv/t; cvnv ujhv bertu bpa jhv' tl zu ak tso jhv acfuki' ab,ux;

cu sgv uscur: )j( neso/ cnzrju ak gsi byg t, vdi' uto ,tnr vrh
fcr btnr uhcrt udu� t, vtso uduw' rth,h ccrhh,t ak rw tkhgzr cbu ak
rw huxh vdkhkh nk"c nsu, av,urv bsra, uzu tj, nvi' fkk aktjrhu
ngav vut pryu ak rtaui' uhcrt t, vtso udu�' zvu fkk' x,o crht,u
nvhfi ux,o ngahu' jzr uphra uhhmr vw tkvho uduw' uhmnj ku di gsi'
uhbhjvu cdi gsi' uhpk gkhu ,rsnv' vaung xcur avut ngav tjr' uthbu
tkt pryu ak rtaui/ ufi tmk vcvnv jzr uf,c uhmr vw udu� ni vtsnv fk
jh, vasv' fsh kpra uhct tk vtso keru, ao' ukkns gk vgupu, abcrtu
ni vree: )y( uhmnj/kgbhi vdi vf,uc nscr: c,ul vdi/ctnmg vdi:
)ht( phaui/vut bhkux bvr nmrho' ugk ao anhnhu n,crfhi ugukhi
unaehi t, vtr. bert phaui' fnu upau prahu2/ scr tjr phaui' avut
ndsk pa,i' abtnr tmk nmrho ucuau gucsh pa,ho3: )hd( dhjui/avhv
vukl uvunv uvnhh,u dsukv nts' fnu ufh hdj4' anbdj uvukl uvunv:

hWar
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surface of the ground (so that man should be created from moist earth). 7 God, Almighty God, formed

man out of soil from (the four corners of) the Earth. He blew into his nostrils a living soul, and man

became a living, (thinking and speaking) being. 
8 God, Almighty God, planted a garden in Eden to the east, and placed there the man which He had

formed. 9 (In the garden,) God, Almighty God, made every tree that is pleasant to look at and good to

eat grow out from the ground. The Tree of Life (grew) in the middle of the garden, and the Tree of

Knowledge of good and evil (also grew in the garden). 
10 A river flowed out of Eden to water the garden, and from there it separated and became the source

of four riverheads. 11 The name of one is Pishon (the Nile), which surrounds the entire land of Chavilah,

where there is gold. 12 The gold of that land is good. Crystal and onyx (are found) there. 13 The name of

the second river is Gichon, which surrounds the entire land of Kush. 14 The name of the third river is

MAN AND THE GARDEN OF EDEN (V. 7-8)

a.) Why does Rashi not explain why Adam was created outside the

Garden of Eden, only to be brought there later? [c.f. Chizkuni, Radak]

b.) In his second interpretation regarding how man was formed, Rashi

writes that man was created on the site of the Altar. This is a fifteen-day

journey by foot to the Euphrates River (see Mishnah, Ta'anis 1:3), which is in

the proximity of the Garden of Eden (see v. 14). Why does Rashi not make

any mention of Adam’s miraculous transportation to the Garden of Eden,

where he covered a journey of fifteen days within one day?

THE EXPLANATION

The common conception [based on Talmud and Midrash] is that the

Garden of Eden was created before man. Rashi however accepted the

literal sequence of events recorded in the Torah, that first, “God, Almighty

God, formed man out of soil” (v. 7), and that only afterwards, “God,

Almighty God, planted a Garden in Eden to the east” (v. 8). Therefore, it

is obvious why Rashi did not need to address the question why Adam was

not created in the Garden of Eden, because when Adam was formed the

Garden did not yet exist!

Similarly, Rashi did not need to explain Adam’s miraculous transferral

to the Garden of Eden within one day, since the very fact he was formed

from earth was itself miraculous.  It is therefore not surprising that Adam’s

miraculous formation should be followed by a miraculous transportation.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Bereishis 5745)

NAMES OF THE FOUR RIVERS (V. 10-14)

Why did Rashi feel the need to explain the significance behind the

name of each river (cited in verses 10-14)? Rashi does not explain

every name that is mentioned in the Torah, so presumably when he does

offer an  explanation it must be for a specific reason.  What could that be

in our case?

Rashi was troubled by the following question: since man had only just

been created, and there were no other people around to talk to in any

case, what is the point of naming the rivers? Surely a name is only

required to communicate with another person?

Thus, on reading the verse,  “A river flowed out of Eden to water the

Garden, and from there it separated” (v. 10), Rashi came to the conclusion

that the Torah must be adding these details about the various rivers, to

stress the greatness of the Garden of Eden.  Therefore he explains how

each of the names enhances the Torah’s praise of the Garden of Eden,

indicating how four mighty rivers arose from this sublime location.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Bereishis 5729)

�

�

�� Why did the four rivers receive their names? (v. 10-14)

RASHI: Pishon is the Nile, the river of Egypt.  Because its waters are

blessed, and they rise and water the land, it is called Pishon, as in the

verse, “and their riders shall increase (UJ�pU)” (Habbakuk 1:8). Another

explanation: It is called Pishon because it causes flax (i¨,§J�p) to grow,

as is stated in reference to Egypt, “And those who work at flax

(oh¦T§J�P) … shall be ashamed” (Isaiah 19:9).

Gichon flowed and roared, and its roaring was very great, as in the

verse: “If an ox gores (j³d°h)” (Shemos 21:28), for he gores and roars while

goring along. 

Chidekel received its name because its waters are sharp (s�j) and

light (k©e).

Pras received its name because its waters are fruitful (ih�r�p) and

increase abundantly, and make people healthy. It is the most

important of all the rivers because it is mentioned in conjunction

with the Land of Israel.

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“HE BLEW INTO HIS NOSTRILS A LIVING SOUL” (V. 7)

�� God created the world with Divine “speech.”  Man’s soul

however, was “blown” by God into his body (v. 7). When a

person blows, he exhales from deep within his body. This

analogy illustrates that the soul contains a deeper aspect of

Divinity than the rest of the world, since it was “blown” out

from God’s “innards” (so to speak) rather than the more

effortless method of speech.

�� In the case of animals (and plants) God created the soul and

body together as a single unit.  In creating man though, God

first created a lifeless body into which He later infused a “soul

of life.” This is because the soul of man is so high in

comparison to the body that it could not be formed as a single

unit.  Rather, a separate act of God was required to achieve

the remarkable union between them.

(Based on Tanya ch. 2; Sefer Hama’amarim 5714, p. 126)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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�� How did God bring man to the Garden of Eden? (v. 15)

RASHI: God enticed him with pleasant words and persuaded him

to enter.

GUR ARYEH: Why would man need to be convinced to enter such a

wonderful place as the Garden of Eden?  Because man did not know

how great the Garden of Eden was and he needed to be informed by

God.  Thus, the “pleasant words” with which God convinced man to

enter were merely a description of the garden.

�� Why was it “not good” for man to be alone? (v. 18)

RASHI: Because people might say, “There are two dominions! God

alone rules over the upper worlds and He has no partner, and man

is the sole ruler of the lower worlds, and he has no partner.”

�� Why was woman created “opposite” man? (v. 18)

RASHI: If he is worthy, she will be a helpmate. If he is not worthy,

she will be against him, to fight him.

MAN’S ENTRY INTO THE GARDEN OF EDEN (V. 15)

Rashi writes that God persuaded Adam to enter the Garden of Eden

with, “pleasant words.”  But why did he need to be persuaded to enter

the garden, which was the most desirable of all places in the world? [See

Gur Aryeh].

The answer to this question is to be found at the end of the verse,

“God...settled him in the Garden of Eden to cultivate it and to guard it,”

i.e. he was placed there to carry out a Divine mission. Adam was sensitive

to the awesome responsibility that carrying out God’s command entailed,

so he was reluctant to enter.  Consequently, it was necessary for God to

persuade him with “pleasant words,” describing the pleasant quality of

Divine service.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Bereishis 5745)

THE NEED FOR MAN’S PARTNER (V. 18)

Even a child who is studying Chumash for the first time understands

that his father depends on the assistance and moral support of his mother.

Consequently, when he reads verse 15, “It is not good that man is alone.

I will make him a helpmate opposite him,” the matter is self-understood.

What forced Rashi to conclude that the Torah is speaking here of an

ideological fear that “people might say, ‘There are two dominions,’” when

he could have written more simply that man needs the physical and

emotional support of a partner?

THE EXPLANATION

If the Torah was informing us here that woman was created to provide

support for man, the verse would have stated, “It is not good for man to

be alone” (IS�c�k ,Ih¡v o¨s¨t�k cIy tO).  In fact, however, the Torah

��
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x«�d x¬�d�P�d�e xE ®X�̀  ź�n
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T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

)hs(jsek/anhnhu jshi uekhi: pr,/anhnhu prhi urchi' uncrhi t,
vtso: fua utaur/gshhi kt vhu' uf,c vnert gk ao vg,hs: esn,
taur/knzrjv ak taur: vut pr,/ vjauc gk fuko' vbzfr gk ao tr.
hartk: )yu( uhej/keju cscrho btho' up,vu khfbx1: )hj( kt yucvhu,
uduw/akt htnru a,h rauhu, vi' vec"v cgkhubho hjhs uthi ku zud' uzv
c,j,ubho uthi ku zud: gzr fbdsu/zfv gzr' kt zfv fbdsu kvkjo2:

)hy(uhmr uduw ni vtsnv/vht hmhrv vht gahhv vtnurv kngkv uhga
tkvho t, jh, vtr. uduw' tkt ct uphra avgupu, bcrtu ni vree' kph
atnr kngkv ni vnho bcrtu' ufti tnr ni vtsnv bcrtu/ ugus kknsl fti'
acag, hmhr,i' nhs cu chuo' vchto tk vtso keru, kvo ao3/ucscrh
tdsv4hmhrv zu kaui rhsuh ufcua' fnu fh ,mur tk ghr5' afcai ,j, hsuak
tso: ufk tar hert ku vtso bpa jhv uduw/xrxvu upravu' fk bpa

hWar
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Chidekel, which flows to the east of Ashur (Assyria), and the fourth river is Pras (Euphrates). 
15 God, Almighty God, (persuaded) the man (to enter the Garden), and settled him in the Garden of

Eden to cultivate it and to guard it.
16 God, Almighty God, commanded man, saying, “You may eat freely from every tree of the Garden,

17 but you must not eat from the Tree of Knowledge of good and evil. For on the day that you will eat

from it you will certainly die.” 
18 God, Almighty God, said, “It is not good that man is alone. I will make him a helpmate op-

posite him.” 
19 God, Almighty God, formed from the earth every beast of the field and every bird of the skies, and

He brought (each species straight-away as it was formed) to man to see what he would call it. Whatever

the man called each living thing, (remained) its name (forever). 

�� How did Adam know the names of the animals? (v. 19-20)

MINCHAH BELULAH: A Hebrew name indicates an entity’s essential qualities.  In his great wisdom, Adam was able to discern the correct

name for each species upon observing its nature.

SHALOH: Adam’s wisdom here was that merely through seeing the physical animal he was able to determine its spiritual source.

�� Did Adam name the fish too? (v. 19)

MIDRASH: Yes.  Even though the Torah makes no mention of the fact, Adam actually named the fish (Midrash Chaser Veyatir).

CHIZKUNI: No.  If God had brought the fish out of the sea to Adam, they would have died.

states, “It is not good that man is alone” (IS�c�k o¨s¨t�¨v ,Ih¡v cIy tO),

indicating that we are speaking here of something which is essentially “not

good,” regardless of its emotional effect on man. Therefore, Rashi

explained that the presence of a single man is undesirable in the sense

that it may give the false impression that he is a deity. 

GOD’S SOLUTION

However, even after the creation of woman this problem seems to

remain since, in the final analysis, man was created alone, and remained

that way for a period of time before he was joined by woman.  Couldn’t

that give the impression that man is some type of god?

This problem is solved by Rashi’s second comment that, “If he is

worthy, she will be a helpmate. If he is not worthy, she will be against him,

to fight him.” I.e. man will always be dependent on the support of woman

to the extent that (if he is not worthy) they will fight with each other.  Since

he will constantly feel dependent on another, and he will be aware of the

potential conflict that could arise with his partner at any moment, it will

surely be fixed in man’s mind that he is not a self-sufficient being.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 5, p. 20)

NAMING OF THE ANIMALS (V. 19-20)

The naming of the animals by Adam could be understood in one of two

ways:

a.) It was for the benefit of man, enabling him to distinguish one species

from another.

b.) It was for the benefit of the creatures being named. (This is because

a Hebrew name indicates an entity’s spiritual source (see Shaloh), so by

calling each species by its correct name Adam illuminated the animal’s

spiritual source within its physical body).

It could be argued that this, in fact, is the basis of the dispute between

the Midrash and Chizkuni as to whether Adam named the fish:

Chizkuni understood that the naming was for the benefit of man.  Thus,

there was no need to name the fish which are not observable by man, as

they inhabit the sea and die as soon as they leave the water.

The Midrash understood that the naming was for the benefit of the

creatures being named. Consequently, the Midrash came to the

conclusion that Adam would have named the fish too, as it was for their

benefit to do so.

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

[ The Last Word [

Our Sages taught that the verse “God, Almighty God,

commanded man, saying, “You may eat freely from every

tree of the Garden” (v. 16), alludes to the seven universal laws that

God gave to all mankind:

“God”—belief in God

“Almighty God”—not to worship idols

“commanded”—establishing courts of law

“man”—not to murder

“saying”—not to indulge in forbidden relations (see Jeremiah 3:1)

“you may eat freely”—not to eat a limb from a living animal

“from every tree of the garden”—not to steal. (Sanhedrin 56b)

According to Jewish Law we are obliged to promote the

observance of these laws among the nations of the world

(Rambam, Laws of Kings 8:10-11). Unfortunately, in previous

generations this was not possible, as any act which could be

perceived as proselytizing would have threatened the security of

the Jewish community.  However nowadays, thanks to God’s

blessings, we live in a free society which enables us to fulfill this

holy obligation.

(See Likutei Sichos, vol. 26, pp. 132ff.)
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AN ALTERNATIVE ARGUMENT

Alternatively, it could be argued that both the Midrash and Chizkuni

agreed that Adam named the animals for their own benefit.  Rather, they

differed over the more subtle implications of the naming process:

The story of Adam naming the animals is recorded at a significant

junction in the Chumash. Up to this point we have read solely about the

creation of the world; and from here onwards we begin to read about the

efforts—and transient failings—of man, to carry out God’s will in the

world, in order to “cultivate it and to guard it.”

The question therefore arises: At which side of the “junction” does the

account of Adam’s naming of the species fall?  Does this naming represent

the completion of the creative process, where each living entity was finally

assigned its own name? Or are we reading here of the first act of Divine

service by man? Let us discuss each of these two avenues:

a.) Naming as an act of creation

The creation process witnessed the differentiation of primordial matter

into different materials and creatures, i.e. a transition from unity

(Godliness) to multiplicity (creation). The act of naming was the final

stage of bringing multiplicity to the world, as each general category of

animals became distinguished into specific species.  Since multiplicity

conceals God’s presence—for in truth there is nothing but the one God—

the process of naming the species endowed them with a greater sensation

of individuality and separateness from God.

In this respect, there is a distinction between aquatic life and land

animals.  Fish die as soon as they leave their natural habitat of water,

which is a graphic expression of their fragility and dependency. Land

animals, by contrast, can survive for long periods of time in a variety of

environments.  Thus, land animals demonstrate multiplicity to a greater

extent than fish, since they are more self-sufficient and independent.
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jhv tar hert ku vtso ao' vut anu kguko: )f( uktso kt nmt gzr:
)ft( uhpkvw tkvho ,rsnv/favchti' vchti kpbhu fk nhi unhi' zfr
ubecv' tnr' kfko ha ci zud ukh thi ci zud' nhs uhpk1: nmkgu,hu/
nxyrhu' fnu ukmkg vnafi' zvu atnru abh prmuphi bcrtu2: uhxdur/neuo
vj,l3: uhhai uhej/akt hrtv j,hf, vcar annbu bcrt,' u,,czv gkhu:
)fc(uhci/fcbhi' rjcv nknyv uemrv nkngkv' keck vuks' ftumr ak
jyho avut rjc nknyv uemr nkngkv' akt hfchs natu gk ehru,hu: uhci
t, vmkgktav/kvhu, tav' fnu uhga tu,u dsgui ktpus4' kvhu,
tpus: )fd( zt,vpgo/nkns act tso gk fk cvnv ujhv' ukt b,errv
sg,u gs act gk juv5: kzt,hert tav fh ntha uduw/kaui bupk gk
kaui' nfti abcrt vguko ckaui vesa6: )fs( gk fi hgzc tha/ruj

vesa tunr, fi' ktxur gk cbh bj vgrhu,7:kcar tjs/vuks bumr gk
hsh abhvo' uao bgav caro tjs8: )fv( ukth,cuaau/akt vhu husgho
srl mbhgu, kvcjhi chi yuc krg' ut; gk ph ab,bv cu sgv keru,  anu,'
kt b,i cu hmr vrg' gs tfku ni vg. ubfbx cu hmr vrg' uhsg nv chi yuc
krg: )t( uvbjavhv gruo/nv gbhi zv kfti' vhv ku kxnul uhga ktso
ukta,u f,bu, gur uhkchao' tkt kknsl nthzu xcv ep. vbja gkhvo'
rtv tu,o grunho ugxueho c,anha kghi fk' ub,tuv kv9: gruo nfk/
kph grn,u udsuk,u vh,v npk,u' gruo nfk' trur nfk01: t; fh tnr
uduw/ant tnr kfo kt ,tfku nfk uduw' ut; gk ph artv tu,o tufkho
natr phru,' vrcv gkhv scrho' fsh a,ahcbu uhct kscr ctu,u vg.:
)d(ukt ,dgu cu/vuxhpv gk vmuuh' kphfl ctv khsh drgui' vut abtnr tk
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20 Man named all the cattle and the birds of the skies and all the beasts of the field (and saw that each

had a male and female counterpart). Man, however, did not find any helpmate opposite him (so he

complained to God). 
21 God, Almighty God, caused a deep sleep to fall upon man, and he slept.  He took (a piece from)

one of his sides, and He sealed the flesh in its place. 22 God, Almighty God, built the side that He had

taken from man into a woman, and He brought her to man. 23 Man said, “(After searching amongst all

the animals and failing,) this time (I have found the) bone from my bones, and flesh from my flesh. This

shall be called ‘ishah’ (woman) because she was taken from ‘ish’ (man).” 24 Therefore, a man shall leave

his father and his mother, and cling to his wife, and they shall become one flesh (through their children). 

[ TT HHEE SS IINN OOFF TT HH EE TT RR EE EE OOFF KK NN OO WW LL EE DD GG EE [

T hey were both naked, the man and his wife, and they were not ashamed (since they had no evil

inclination, but their nakedness aroused the interest of the serpent). 
1 The serpent was cunning, more than all the beasts of the field that God, Almighty God, had

made.  It said to the woman, “Did God perhaps say, ‘You shall not eat of any of the trees of the garden’?” 
2 The woman said to the serpent, “We may eat from the fruit of the trees of the garden, 3 but from the

fruit of the tree that is in the middle of the garden, God has said, “You shall not eat of it, and you shall

not touch it, lest you die.’” 

Fish, by contrast, show the underlying unity of creation to a greater

degree, for as soon as they are separated from their “source,” they die.

This is a physical expression of the spiritual reality that no entity is

independent of God.

According to the above approach—that the naming of the animals was

for the sake of increasing multiplicity—there was no need to name the

fish, since multiplicity is not particularly pronounced in aquatic life. Thus

Chizkuni, who adopted the approach that the fish were not named by

Adam, alluded to the above reasoning with the words, “If God would

have brought the fish out of the sea to Adam they would have died.”

b.) Naming as an act of Divine service.

According to the second approach above, that man’s naming of the

animals was the first act of Divine service, it follows that the naming must

have accomplished the purpose of all Divine service—to make the world

more subservient to God.  This was achieved through the naming, which

connected the spiritual source of each creature with its existence on the

physical plane.

This concurs with the view of the Midrash that the fish were named too,

since all creatures would benefit from such a spiritual revelation

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 35, p. 1ff)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

THE SIN OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE (2:25-3:24)

Three points require clarification:

a.) Why did God not want man to “be like God knowing good

and evil” (v. 5)? Surely, God is utterly benevolent, and He would want

His creations to share some of His exalted wisdom? After all, man

was created in the image of God.

b.) Even if man sinned, why could he not eat from the Tree of Life

and live forever (v. 22)? Surely if man would “stretch out his hand and

take also from the Tree of Life and eat (from it, and he will be able

to) live forever” (ibid.), it would eliminate the “death” that was

imposed by the sin?

c.) The fact that man was expelled from the Garden of Eden is

understood, since he abused his right to remain there by eating from

the tree.  But why was Adam then told to “cultivate the earth” (v. 23)?

God did not want man to become aware of the concept of evil,

because man is unable to remain totally aloof from things that he

comes to understand.  Man’s nature is to inquire, to empathize and

to interact.  When he encounters a new phenomenon, he wonders

how it might affect his life.  He begins to measure the idea according

to the established norms of his conscious existence, and he allows his

emotions to explore the new entity to see if he has discovered a new

“love” or a new “hate.”  In short, when a person encounters

something utterly new, he investigates it with the totality of his

personality.  From that point on, the concept leaves an indelible mark

on his life.

So, God was aware that if man was to come to “know evil,” the

results would be disastrous, for in the process of his exploratory

investigations, man would inevitably become attached to it.  

2:25

(continued on page 23)

THIRD

READING



�� When did the Sin of the Tree of Knowledge occur? (v. 8)

RASHI: The verse states that they heard God’s voice in the “direction

of the day.” This refers to the direction in which the sun sets, which

is the west. For towards evening the sun is in the west, and they

sinned in the tenth hour [of daylight].

TALMUD: The day on which Adam was created consisted of twelve

hours.  During the first hour his dust was gathered; the second hour

it was made into a shapeless mass; the third hour his limbs were

stretched out; the fourth hour a soul was placed in him; the fifth hour

he stood on his feet; the sixth hour he named the animals; the

seventh hour he was paired with Chava; the eighth hour they had

two children; the ninth hour he was commanded not to eat from the

Tree of Knowledge; the tenth hour he sinned; the eleventh hour he

was judged and the twelfth hour he was banished from the Garden

of Eden and went on his way (Sanhedrin 38b).

WHEN DID THE SIN OCCUR? (V. 8)

Rashi’s commentary is not a mere anthology of Talmudic and Midrashic

teachings.  Rather, as Rashi declares himself, his commentary was written

exclusively to: “explain the literal meaning of scripture” (comment to Bereishis

3:8).  Consequently, when Rashi does cite a Talmudic teaching, it would

be a mistake to presume that he is citing the words in the same context

that they are brought in the Talmud itself, for the Talmud does not confine

itself exclusively to literal interpretations. In fact, the large body of

Talmudic and Midrashic commentary to the Torah is predominantly

allegorical and non-literal.  Thus, even when Rashi uses a Talmudic

phrase, he does so in the context of his own literalist commentary, which

was not necessarily the intention of the Talmud.

�
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,ux; gk scrhu1: )s( kt nu, ,nu,ui/sjpv gs abdgv cu' tnr kv fao
athi nh,v cbdhgv fl thi nh,v ctfhkv2: )v( fh husg/fk tuni aubt t,
cbh tunbu,u' ni vg. tfk ucrt t, vguko3: uvhh,o ftkvho/humrh guknu,:
)u( u,rtvtav/rt,v scrhu ak bja uvbtu kv uvtnhb,u4: fh yuc vg./
kvhu, ftkvho: ufh ,tuvvut kghbho/fnu atnr kv ubpeju ghbhfo:
ubjns kvafhk/ fnu atnr kv husgh yuc urg: u,,i dokthav/akt
,nu, vht uhjhv vut uhat tjr,: do/krcu, cvnv ujhv: )z( u,pejbv uduw/
kgbhi vjfnv scr vf,uc' ukt kgbhi rthv nna' uxu; vnert nufhj: uhsgu
fh ghrunho vo/t; vxunt husg favut gruo' tkt nvu uhsgu fh ghrunho
vo' nmuv tj, vh,v chso ub,gryku vhnbv5: gkv ,tbv/vut vg. atfku
nnbu' cscr ab,ekeku cu b,ebu6'tck atr vgmho nbguo nkhyuk gkhvo'

unpbh nv kt b,prxo vg.' athi vec"v jp. kvubu, crhv' akt hfkhnuvu
uhtnru zvu akev vguko gk hsu7: )j( uhangu/ha nsrah tdsv rcho' ufcr
xsruo rcu,hbu gk nfubo ccrtah, rcv ucatr nsrau,' utbh kt ct,h tkt
kpauyu ak nert' uktdsv vnhhac, scrh vnert scr scur gk tupbhu: uhangu/
nv angu' angu t, euk vec"v avhv n,vkl cdi: kruj vhuo/ktu,u ruj
avana ctv nao ]x��t kao usue fh fi gher[ uzu vht ngrch,' akpbu, grc
jnv cngrc uvo xrju cgahrh,8: )y( thfv/husg vhv vhfi vut' tkt khfbx
gnu cscrho' akt hvt bcvk kvahc to hgbhavu p,tuo/ ufi cehi tnr ku th
vck tjhl9' ufi cckgo nh vtbaho vtkv gnl01' khfbx gnvo cscrho' ufi
cjzehvu cakujh nrusl cktsi11: )ht( nh vdhs kl/nthi kl ksg, nv ca, ha
cguns gruo: vni vg./c,nhv: )hc( tar b,,vgnsh/fti fpr cyucv21:
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4 The serpent said to the woman, “You will surely not die. 5 God (told you not to eat it, because He)

knows that on the day that you eat from it, your eyes will be opened, and you will be like God (with the

ability to create worlds and) knowing good and evil.” 
6 The woman (believed the serpent) that the tree was good food (that would make a person like God),

that it was desirable to the eyes (for it would open them up), and that the tree was desirable to make one

wise (knowing good and evil). She took of its fruit, and she ate (it), and she also gave (some to the cattle

and wild animals, and fearing that she would die and that her husband would remarry, she gave some)

to her husband (who was) with her, and he ate (it). 
7 The “eyes” (of the intellects) of both of them were opened, and they realized that they were naked

(of mitzvos, having ignored the only command they had been given).  They sewed together fig leaves

(from the tree) and made themselves loincloths. 
8 They heard the sound of God, Almighty God, walking in the garden in the direction (which the sun

sets every) day. The man and his wife hid from God, Almighty God, among the trees of the garden. 
9 God, Almighty God, called to the man, and said to him, “Where are you?” (to engage him in

conversation).
10 (Man) said, “I heard Your sound in the garden, and I was afraid because I am naked, so I hid.” 
11 (God) said, “Who told you that you are naked? Have you eaten from the tree from which I

commanded you not to eat?” 
12 The man said, “The woman whom You gave (to be) with me gave me from the tree, and I ate.” 

In our case, Rashi writes that man sinned “in the tenth hour,” which at

first glance would seem to refer to the Talmudic teaching that he sinned in

the tenth hour of the sixth day of creation (see Talmud).  However, at the

literal level of Torah interpretation to which Rashi always confines himself,

it could not possibly be argued that man sinned on the sixth day, for a

number of reasons:

a.) At the end of the sixth day, the Torah states, “God saw everything

that He had made, and look! It was very good” (1:31). Now, if the sixth

day had been witness to man’s sin which brought i.) death, ii.) the labor

of childbirth and iii.) the toils of earning a living to the world (see v. 16-19,

below), God would surely not have said, “It was very good”?

b.) It is reasonable to presume that Adam and Chava were of sufficiently

strong moral caliber not to have stumbled in sin as soon as they were

created, and the serpent would surely have taken some time to persuade

Chava to eat from the tree. So at the literal level, it is extremely unlikely

that all the events described here in chapter three occurred in the space

of a few hours.  

c.) Furthermore, the story is recorded after the story of creation has

been completed, and Rashi gives no indication that it occurred

beforehand, on the sixth day.

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

THE SIN OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE (CONT. FROM P. 21.)

Thus, when man sinned and became attached to evil, two major

problems arose:

a.) If man were now to live forever, he would cause evil to be

perpetuated eternally. For since he had now incorporated evil into his

system, eternal life would provide an “eternal host” for man’s newly

found parasite.  Therefore, God decreed that man must die, and

prevented him from eating from the Tree of Life which would return

him to his previous, immortal status.

b.) A further, more serious problem was how to correct the event

which had occurred. The boundaries between good and evil had

become blurred and man found himself attracted to two mutually

exclusive forces. His sin had generated cosmic repercussions in the

upper realms, causing good and evil to coalesce, resulting in a

corrupted spirituality which had penetrated the entire universe, right

down to the physical world.

The solution: “God, Almighty God, sent him out of the Garden of

Eden, to cultivate the earth from which he had been taken” (v. 23).

Man had mixed good and evil throughout the spiritual and physical

worlds, so he was sent out to correct the damage that he had caused.

Since evil had penetrated the actual earth, man was given the task of

refining the entire world.  By performing the appropriate action with

each “piece” of physicality, he would set free the kernel of good

within it, allowing it to return to its holy source. To correct the world

which he had profaned, man was required to “pick up the pieces”—

literally—by separating with his own hands the good and evil which

he had caused to be mixed together.

(Based on Torah Ohr 5c ff; Toras Chaim Bereishis 30a ff)
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)hd( vahtbh/vygbh' fnu tk haht t,fo jzehvu1: )hs( fh gah, zt,/
nfti athi nvpfho czfu,u ak nxh,' athku atku knv gah, zt,' vhv ku
kvahc scrh vrc uscrh v,knhs scrh nh aunghi2: nfk vcvnv unfk
jh, vasv/to ncvnv b,ekk' njhv kt fk afi' vgnhsu rcu,hbu nsra
zv cnxf, cfuru,3' kkns ahnh ghcuru ak bja acg abho: gk djubl
,kl/rdkho vhu ku ubemmu: )yu( uthcv tah,/t,v kt b,fuub, tkt
ahnu, tso fahtfk vut ,jkv u,at t, juv' ukt ct, kscr tk juv
,jkv tkt kph avbaho sg,i eku, kv,p,u,' uhusgu, kp,u, t, cgkhvi'
kphfl uthcv tah,4: haupl/hf,,l' fnu utfu, tu,u5' u,rdunu uaph,
h,hv: ut,v ,aupbu gec/kt hvt kl eunv' u,afbu cgecu' ut; nao
,nh,bu/ ukaui ,aupbu' fnu ba; cvo6' favbja ct kbaul vut bua; fnhi
arhev' ukph avkaui bupk gk vkaui' f,c kaui bahpv cabhvo:
)yz(gmcubl/zv mgr dhsuk cbho7: uvrbl/zv mgr vgcur: cgmc,ksh
cbho/zv mgr vkhsv: utk thal ,aue,l/k,anha' ut; gk ph fi thi

kl nmj k,ucgu cpv' tkt vut hnauk cl' vfk nnbu ukt nnl: ,aue,l/
,tu,l' fnu ubpau aueev8: )hz( trurv vtsnv cgcurl/,gkv kl
scrho trurho' fdui zcucho uprguaho ubnkho' nak khumt k,rcu, rgv'
uvcrhu, nekku, asho ahbe nvo: )hj( ueu. usrsr ,mnhj kl/vtr.'
fa,zrgbv nhbh zrgho' ,mnhj eu. usrsr eubsx ugfchu,' uvi btfkho gk
hsh ,heui9: utfk, t, gac vasv/unv ekkv vht zu' uvkt ccrfv
btnr ku vbv b,,h kfo t, fk gac zurg zrg uduw' tkt nv tnur fti
crta vgbhi' trurv vtsnv cgcurl cgmcui ,tfkbv' utjr vgmcui ueu.
usrsr ,mnhj kl' fa,zrgbv eybhu, tu hreu, dbv' vht ,mnhj kl eumho
usrsrho uatr gach vasv' ugk frjl ,tfko: )hy( czg, tphl/ktjr
a,yrhj cu vrcv: )f( uhert vtso/jzr vf,uc kgbhbu vrtaui uhert
vtso anu,' ukt vpxhe' tkt kknsl agk hsh erht, anu, bzsuudv ku
juv' fnu af,uc uktso kt nmt gzr fbdsu' kphfl uhpk ,rsnv' ugk hsh
af,c uhvhu abhvo grunho' xnl ku pra, vbja' kvushgl' an,ul artv
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13 God, Almighty God, said to the woman, “What is this that you have done?” 

The woman said, “The serpent misled me, and I ate.” 
14 God, Almighty God, said to the serpent, “Because you have done this, you are (now) cursed more

than all the cattle and more than all the wild animals of the field!  You (will have your legs cut off so that

you) shall walk on your belly, and you shall eat soil all the days of your life! 15 I shall place hatred between

you and between the woman (you desired), and between your descendants and between her

descendants. (Man) will crush you (on the) head, and you will bite his heel.” 
16 To the woman He said, “I will greatly increase your anguish (of rearing children) and your (labor

pains of) pregnancy. You will give birth to children in pain. You will desire (to be with) your husband but

he will rule over you (to be with you when he desires).” 
17 To man He said, “Since you listened to your wife’s voice, and you ate from the tree about which I

commanded you, saying, ‘Do not eat from it,’ the ground will be cursed because of you (producing

loathsome insects), and you will toil to eat from it all the days of your life. 18 (When you sow seeds,

artichokes and cardoons, which have) thorns and thistles, will grow (with) your (crops) and you will eat

the(se artichokes, cardoons and other) herbs of the field (that take a long time to prepare, due to lack of

an alternative. 19 Only) with the sweat of your face (after much toil) will you eat bread, until you go back

to the earth from where you were taken.  For you are (from the) soil, and to soil you will return.” 

(The narrative now returns to the subject of giving names, mentioned above 2:19-20)

20 The man named his wife Chava, because she was the mother of all life. 
21 God, Almighty God, made for Adam and for his wife skin-tight garments (alternatively: garments of

animal skins), and He clothed them. 

[ EE XX PP UU LL SS II OO NN FF RR OO MM TT HH EE GG AA RR DD EE NN OOFF EE DD EE NN [

G od, Almighty God, said, “Look!—man has become unique in the (lower) world by himself

(since) he has the ability of knowing good and evil (unlike the animals). Now, (there is a fear

that) perhaps he will stretch out his hand and take also from the Tree of Life and eat (from it,

and he will be able to) live forever (and is likely to lead others astray, as they will think he is a god).” 
23 God, Almighty God, sent him out of the Garden of Eden to cultivate the earth from which he

had been taken. 24 He drove the man out, and to the east (side) of the Garden of Eden He stationed

angels (of destruction) and the flame (alternatively: blade) of the revolving sword, to guard the way to

the Tree of Life. 

Thus, when Rashi encountered the Talmudic teaching that Adam and

Chava sinned during the afternoon of the sixth day, he accepted the first

premise (that they sinned in the afternoon), for this is indicated by

scripture in verse 8; but he rejected the second premise that they sinned

on the sixth day, which is not indicated in scripture at all and, on the

contrary, is incompatible with a literal rendering of the verses.

Instead, Rashi understood that the sin took place at some later date.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Bereishis 5749)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

3:22
FOURTH

READING

tu,o grunho urtv tu,o gxueho c,anha' b,tuv kv uct gkhvo
cnjacv ucnrnv: juv/bupk gk kaui jhv' anjhv t, uksu,hv' ftar
,tnr nv vuuv ktso01ckaui vhv: )ft( f,bu, gur/ha scrh tdsv
tunrho jkeho fmpuri vhu nsuceho gk guri/ uha tunrho scr vct ni
vgur' fdui mnr vtrbcho avut rl ujo' ugav kvo f,bu, nnbu:
)fc(vhv ftjs nnbu/ vrh vut hjhs c,j,ubho fnu atbh hjhs

cgkhubho' unv vht hjhs,u' ksg, yuc urg' nv athi fi ccvnv ujhv:
ug,v pi hakj hsuuduw/unahjhv kguko' vrh vut eruc kvygu, vcrhu,
tjrhu' uhtnru t; vut tkuv/ uha nsrah tdsv' tck thi nhuachi gk pauyu:
)fs( neso kdi gsi/cnzrju ak di gsi' ju. kdi: t, vfrucho/nktfh
jckv: vjrc vn,vpf,/ukv kvy kthho gkhu nkfbux gus kdi/ ,rduo
kvy abi' fnu ak; abbt ukaui kg"z kn"t/ unsrah tdsv ha' utbh thbh ct
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�� Who said, “I have acquired a man (as a partner) with

God”? (v. 1)

TIKUNEI ZOHAR: This was said by Adam (99b).

VILNA GA’ON: There must a printing mistake in the Tikunei Zohar,

as it is clearly implicit from the Torah that Chava said these words.

�� What kind of offering did Kayin Bring? (v. 3)

RASHI: He brought from the poorest crops.  The Midrash says that

it was flax seed.  (An alternative explanation: from whatever fruit

came to hand neither good nor choice).

MIZRACHI: One is forced to conclude that he brought the poorest of

his crops, otherwise it is difficult to understand why God rejected the

offering.

SIFSEI CHACHAMIM: Rashi brings the Midrash that Kayin’s offering

was flax-seed because he is troubled why the verse says “fruit of the

land” rather than the more simple expression, “he brought an

offering from the land.”  

The term “fruit” of the earth implies that it was a fruit similar to the

land.  The only species which could be termed both “fruit” and “of

the land” is flax, because: a.) The Talmud teaches that any species

whose stem does not disintegrate in the winter (such as flax) is

termed “of the earth”  (Brachos 40a). b.) It is also referred to as a fruit

in the verse, “and she hid them in the stalks of flax” (Joshua 6:26), where

flax is referred to as an eitz (fruit tree).

GUR ARYEH: If Kayin was attempting to express gratitude to God by

bringing an offering, why would he intentionally choose his poorest

produce?  Kayin recognized that his power rested with the Ayin Hara

(evil eye), and so he brought a poor offering in an attempt to strength-

en this evil power.  But God, who is good, turned to Hevel’s offering.

Why did Hevel not endeavor to bring a better species, such as

an ox? He also felt the need to compete with Kayin, so he brought a

sheep, which produces wool that is an alternative to flax.

BACHAYE: Hevel brought the most inferior type of cattle,

demonstrating his lack of interest in worldly matters.
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tkt kpauyu:  )t( uvtso hsg/fcr euso vgbhi ak ngkv' euso ajyt
ubyrs ndi gsi' ufi vvrhui uvkhsv' ato f,c uhsg tso' bang aktjr
abyrs vhu ku cbho: ehi/gk ao ebh,h: t, vw/fnu go vw' facrt tu,h
ut, thah' kcsu crtbu' tck czv au,pho tbu gnu1: t, ehi t, tjhu
t, vck/dw t,ho rhcuhho vo' nkns a,tunv buksv go ehi' ugo vck
buksu a,ho' kfl btnr u,ux;2: )c( rugvmti/kph ab,ekkv vtsnv'
phra ku ngcus,v: )d( nprh vtsnv/ni vdrug/ uha tdsv atunr, zrg
pa,i vhv/ )s�t nprh nthzv act khsu kt yuc ukt nucjr(: )s( uhag/
uhpi/ ufi utk nbj,u kt agv' kt pbv/ ufi utk hagu3' tk hpbu/ ufi agv

ngkhu' pbv ngkhu4: uhag/hrsv ta ukjfv nbj,u: )z( vkt to,hyhc/
f,rdunu phruau: kp,j jyt, ruc./kp,j ecrl jytl anur: utkhl
,aue,u/ak jyt,' vut hmr vrg' ,nhs auee un,tuv kvfahkl: ut,v
,nakcu/to ,rmv ,,dcr gkhu: )j( uhtnr ehi/bfbx gnu cscrh rhc
unmv' kv,gukk gkhu kvrdu/ uha czv nsrah tdsv' tl zv haucu ak nert:
)y( th vck tjhl/khfbx gnu cscrh bj,' tukh hauc uhtnr tbh vrd,hu
ujyt,h kl:kt hsg,h/bgav fdubc sg, vgkhubv: vaunr tjh/kaui
,hnv vut' ufi fk v"t vbeusv cjy; p,j: )h( snh tjhl/snu uso
zrghu,hu/ scr tjr agav cu pmgho vrcv' akt vhv husg nvhfi bpau
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The man knew his wife Chava (before the sin), and she conceived and bore Kayin (together with

a twin girl. When he was born) she said, “I have acquired (‘KaNisi’) a man (as a partner) with

God.” 2 She gave birth again to his brother Hevel (together with two twin girls). 

Hevel was a shepherd of flocks (because he did not want to work with the land, which was cursed),

and Kayin was a worker of the land. 
3 It was at the end of (a number of) days, that Kayin brought some of the (worst) fruit of the land as

an offering to God. 4 Hevel also offered from the firstborn of his flocks, from their fattest ones. 

God turned to Hevel and to his offering (and it was consumed by a fire from heaven), 5 but to Kayin

and to his offering He did not turn. Kayin became very angry, and his face was dejected. 
6 God said to Kayin, “Why are you angry, and why is your face dejected? 7 Surely, if you improve

yourself you will be forgiven? If you do not improve yourself, however, then (your) sin is crouching (in

wait) at the entrance (of your grave. The evil inclination) is longing (to entice you), but you can rule over

it (if you want).” 
8 Kayin (started an argument) with Hevel his brother (to find a pretext to kill him). Then, when they

were in the field, Kayin assaulted Hevel his brother and killed him. 
9 God said to Kayin, “Where is Hevel your brother?” 

He said, “I don’t know. Am I my brother’s guardian?” 
10 (God) said, “What have you done? Your brother’s blood (and the blood of his would-be

WHO NAMED KAYIN (V. 1)

The Vilna Ga'on argues that it was Chava who said, “I have acquired

a man with God,” upon Kayin’s birth (and our text of the Tikunei Zohar

which states that Adam said these words is incorrect).  

However, this assertion is problematic, since the entire section in the

Tikunei Zohar speaks of Adam (and not Chava).  It would thus appear

that the text itself (which attributes the statement to Adam) is correct.

Nevertheless, we are left with the problem that according to Hebrew

grammar the verse tells us that Chava said, “I have acquired a man (as a

partner) with God,” when Kayin was born.

This could be resolved by a statement of Da’as Zekeinim, “from my

teacher of blessed memory, I heard that their custom was that the man

named the first child and the woman the second” (comm. to Bereishis 38:5).

Thus, in our case, the Torah relates that Chava suggested the name Kayin,

on the basis that “I have acquired (kanisi) a man with God,” and the

Tikunei Zohar informs us of Adam’s approval, which finalized the name.  

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 4, p. 1248)

KAYIN’S OFFERING (V. 3)

Sifsei Chachamim writes that Rashi was troubled by the rather

elaborate expression, “fruit of the land.”

However, it appears unlikely that the term “fruit of the land” would

trouble Rashi, as it is a commonplace expression of the Torah, e.g., “You

shall take of the first of all the fruit of the land” (Devarim 26:2), and similarly,

“I have brought the first fruits of the land” (ibid. 10). Thus, Rashi would not

be bothered why the Torah used this expression.

RASHI’S THREE COMMENTS

According to the first interpretation of Rashi that Kayin brought the

worst fruits, it is difficult to understand why the Torah made no mention

whatsoever of such an important detail.

Furthermore (as Gur Aryeh asks), Kayin surely brought the offering to

show gratitude to God, so why would he bring from the worst produce?

And, having offered the worst of his produce why would he have been so

surprised when it was rejected by God, to the extent that, “Kayin became

�

�
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

Clearly, both Kayin and Hevel wished to thank God and make

a statement of His absolute unity with their offerings (v. 3-4),

but it seems that they differed in their understanding of the term

“unity.” Kayin understood that God’s unity is totally beyond the

multiplicity found in the world. Thus, he picked the best of all

species (flax), indicative of God’s greatness; but he paid no

attention to the quality of the species, bringing the worst produce

that he could find (Rashi to v. 3).  He presumed that giving credence

to the possibility of better and worse produce is not an

appropriate offering to God, Who is totally beyond any distinction

between “better” and “worse.” 

However, his presumption was mistaken, as the ultimate

expression of God’s unity is to show how He is One, within the

multiplicity of the world.  I.e. that every detail of creation, while

it may be divided into better and worse, can nevertheless be

elevated to God.  Thus, Hevel was correct in understanding that

the multiplicity of the world must be given credence, and so he

was careful to offer the best of his chosen species.

(Likutei Sichos vol. 15, pp. 25-6)
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very angry, and his face was dejected” (v. 5)? Surely, there must have been

some (mistaken) logic on the part of Kayin as to why God should have

accepted the worst produce?  

To answer these problems Rashi brings two further explanations: a.) It

was flax-seed, and b.) It was whatever fruit came to hand. Let us examine

these two interpretations in order.

The student of Rashi has learned already of the significance of flax.

When the Torah describes how a river went out from Eden and divided

into four, the verse states, “The name of one was Pishon” (above 2:11).
Rashi comments (in his second interpretation), “because it made pishtan

(flax) grow.”  

Obviously, if a river is named after a product, it must be highly

regarded. So from this comment of Rashi we can understand that

although Kayin brought the worst flax, he nevertheless brought the worst

of one of the best types of produce.  Clearly, he understood that the most

important element of the offering was the species, and in that respect he

picked the best.  Only, within that species itself, he brought the worst

available.  Hevel, on the other hand, did not endeavor to bring the best

species (he only brought sheep, not oxen), but within that species he

brought the very best: “firstborn” and “the fattest ones.”

However, it still remains somewhat of a question why Kayin did not

bring the best flax, if indeed he was trying to bring only the very best? 

Thus (in many editions of Rashi) a further interpretation is brought, that

Kayin merely brought whatever came to hand, neither the best nor the

worst.  According to this understanding, there is no question at all why

Kayin would have been upset that God rejected his offering. 

However, it remains problematic why God indeed rejected the offering.

Thus Rashi places this interpretation last, as it is the most troublesome.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 15, pp. 20-26)
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[ The Last Word [

We can learn from all the above the extent to which hiddur

(enhancement of a) mitzvah is important.  Despite the fact

that Kayin brought an offering from a highly-regarded species,

nevertheless, since he did not take care to bring the best flax

available (a hiddur within a hiddur) his actions were considered

sinful.  
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 15, p. 26)

humtv1:ni vtsnv/hu,r nnv ab,ekkv vht fcr cgubv' udo czu
vuxhpv kjyut: )ht( tar pm,v t, phv kej, t, snh tjhl uduw/
uvbbh nuxh; kv ekkv tmkl' kt ,ux; ,, fjv ]x��t vfk scur tjs nni
vtsnv g��f[: )hc( bg ubs/thi kl rau, ksur cneuo tjs: )hd( dsukgubh
nbaut/c,nhv' t,v yugi gkhubho u,j,ubho' ugubh th tpar kl kygui2:
)yu(kfi fk vurd ehi/zv tjs ni vnertu, aemru scrhvo urnzu ukt
phrau' kfi fk vurd ehi' kaui dgrv' fv hgav ku' fl ufl gubau' ukt phra
gubau: acg,ho hueo/thbh rumv kvbeo nehi gfahu' kxu; acgv suru,

tbh bueo ben,h nnbu' ahgnus knl ncbh cbhu uhvrdvu/ uxu; vnert
atnr acg,ho hueo' uvut ben, vck nehi' knsbu a,jk, nert kaui
dgrv vut' akt ,vt crhv nzhe,u/ ufhumt cu uhtnr sus fk nfv hcuxh
uhdg cmbur3' ukt phra nv hgav ku' tck scr vf,uc crnz' fk nfv hcuxh
uhdg cmbur uherc tk vagr uhfcabu' ut, vgurho uduw' udo tu,o hfv gk
tar tnru vgur uvpxj kt hct tk ,ul vch,' vnfv t, tku tbh tgabu
rta uar' fti emr scrhu' ucscrh vhnho4phra hvhv krta ukar: uhao vw
kehi tu,/jee ku tu, nanu cnmju ]x��t[ scr tjr fk numth hvrdbh
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descendants) is crying out to Me from the earth! 11 Now, you are (going to be) even more cursed than

the ground, which opened its mouth to take your brother’s blood from your hand! 12 (Therefore) when

you work the soil, it will no longer give its strength to you! You will be a wanderer over the earth.” 
13 Kayin said to God, “Is my sin too great to bear (for You, God, who carries the burden of the upper

and lower worlds)? 14 You have already driven me today off the face of the earth! (Is it possible) to hide

from Your Face? I will be a wanderer in the land, and then whoever finds me will kill me!” 
15 God said to him, “In that case, whoever kills Kayin (will be punished. Hevel will only be) avenged

after seven generations (when Lemech will kill Kayin).” God placed (His holy Name as) a mark

(inscribed) on Kayin(’s forehead) so that he should not be killed by anyone who would find him. 
16 Kayin left God’s presence (humbly), and he dwelt in the land of the wanderers, to the east of Eden

(where his father had been expelled after his sin). 

(The seven generations—mentioned in verse 15—occurred as follows:)

17 Kayin knew his wife. She conceived and gave birth to Chanoch. (Kayin) was building a city, and he

named the city like in son’s name, Chanoch. 18 Irad was born to Chanoch, Irad fathered Mechuya’el,

Mechuya’el fathered Mesusha’el, and Mesusha’el fathered Lemech. 
19 Lemech took for himself two wives: one was named Adah, and the other was named Tzilah. 20 Adah

[ The Last Word [

KAYIN—THE FIRST BA’AL TESHUVAH

Kayin was the first person to do teshuvah (return; repentance).

Thus, God set him as an example for all future Ba’alei Teshuvah

(penitents) (Bereishis Rabah 22:12-13; Midrash Tehillim 100).

Kayin’s teshuvah consisted of three practical phases:

a.) Confession. Kayin declared to God, “My sin is too great to

bear” (v.13—h�arpf tks 'itf g�ctru i�cnr vtr).  The Torah then states

that, “Kayin left God’s presence” (v. 16), on which the Midrash

comments that Kayin was rejoicing that his confession had been

accepted by God (Bereishis Rabah ibid.).

b.) Exile. Rambam writes that one of the routes of teshuvah is for

a person to send himself into exile, for this generates a spirit of

humility within a person (Hilchos Teshuvah, 2:4). Thus we find that

Kayin, “dwelt in the land of the wanderers” (v. 16).

c.) Rebound into Positive Action. There is a tremendous temptation

for the Ba’al Teshuvah to remain low-spirited for the rest of his days.

The mere thought of his past deeds, which cannot be erased from his

mind, is sufficient to give him feelings of inferiority.  Obviously, in

the midst of such a mood he will find it difficult to be active within

the world, being plagued by the eternal question, “Who am I to carry

out a holy activity like this?”

Consequently, the challenge of the Ba’al Teshuvah is that when his

teshuvah is complete, he must propel himself “outwards” into the

world.  He must free himself from his feelings of inferiority, and start

to contribute constructively to the world in the most expansive

manner possible.

Thus, we find that after doing teshuvah, Kayin propelled himself

back into the world: a.) He fathered a son. b.) He built a city—an

ambitious project aimed at repairing the world that he had damaged.

And, furthermore,  c.) “He named the city after his son’s name,

Chanoch” (v. 17).  I.e. Not only did he free himself from feelings of

inferiority, he actually went to the opposite extreme and publicized

his achievements boldly to the entire world.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 35, pp. 7-9)

FIFTH

READING

vcvnu, uvjhu,' tck cbh tso gshhi kt vhu ahhrt nvo re tchu utnu
unvo kt vhv hrt ahvrduvu' tkt tnr gs gfahu vhv pjs,h gk fk vjhu,
fnu af,uc unurtfo udu� ugfahu cachk gui zv kt hhrtu nnbh vjhu,
uhvrdubh' nhs uhao v� kehi tu, vjzhr nurtu gk vfk: )yz( uhmtehi/ hmt
cvfbgv fdubc sg, vgkhubv: ctr. bus/ctr. afk vdukho bsho ao:
esn, gsi/ao dkv tchu fadura ndi gsi' abtnr uhafi neso kdi gsi
udu�' kanur t, anhr, srl ncut vdi' aha kknus avhv tso ao' unmhbu
ruj nzrjh, euky, cfk neuo t, vrumjho' abtnr tz hcshk nav uduw

nzrjv ana5/ scr tjr ctr. bus' fk neuo avkl' vh,v vtr. nzsgzg,
,j,hu' uvcrhu, tunrho xuru ngkhu' zvu avrd t, tjhu: )hz( uhvh/ehi
cubv ghr' uhert ao vghr kzfr cbu jbul: )hj( ughrs hks/ha neuo avut
tunr czfr vukhs' uha neuo avut tunr hks' avkhsv nana, a,h kaubu,'
khs, vtav bhayr"t ckg"z' uzrhg, ,uksu, vtha thbzhbs"r ckg"z'
favut tunr vukhs ckaui vpghk' nscr ckhs, vtav' pkubh vukhs t,
ta,u ci tu c,' ufavut tunr hks' nscr czrhg, vtha uvut ckgz
tbhhsrh��r: )hy( uhej ku knl/kt vhv ku kpra fk zv' tkt kknsbu nxu;
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�� How did people come to worship idols? (v. 26)

RAMBAM: In the days of Enosh, people made a serious mistake, and

the counsel of the wise people degenerated into foolishness....Their

mistaken reasoning was that since God created the skies and spheres

as part of nature, and placed them on high, giving them dignity, and

since they (the skies and spheres) are servants who serve Him, it

would be appropriate to laud, glorify and honor them. [They argued

that] it is the will of the Almighty for man to make great and to dignify

those who make God great and honor Him, in the same way that a

king wants to honor the servants who serve him—such is the honor

of a king....This is the fundamental basis of idolatry....However, they

did not deny the existence of God by saying that only such-and-such

a star exists...

After some time, prophets of falsehood arose, and said that the

Almighty had commanded them to serve such-and-such a star, to

bring sacrifices to it, to offer libations to it and to build a temple

containing its form, in order that all people—including women,

children and ignoramuses—will be able to bow down to it. Each of

these prophets made known a form which he had invented himself,

and claimed that it was the form of such-and-such a star which had
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vgbhi aehho vec"v vcyj,u' atnr acg,ho hueo ehi' ugns knl ktjr
avukhs cbho ugav sur achgh' uvrd t, ehi' zv atnr fh tha vrd,h kpmgh
uduw: a,h baho/fl vhv srfi ak sur vncuk' tj, kprhv urchv utj,
k,anha' zu avht k,anha naev fux ak gerhi )xt�t( fsh a,ger'
uneuay, ffkv untfhkv ngsbho' ujcr,v bzupv utckv ftknbv' uzvu
aphra thuc1rugv gerv kt ,ks utknbv kt hhyhc' fnu anpura ctds,
jke: gsv/vht ak prhv urchv' gk ao andubv gkhu unuxr, ntmku' ]x��t
nntfku[ gsv ,rduo ak xurv: mkv/vht ak ,anha' gk ao ahuac, ,nhs
cmku' scrh tdsv vo ccrtah, rcv2: )f( tch hac tvk unebv/vut
vhv vrtaui krugv cvnu, cnscru,' uhuac tvkho jsa fti ujsa fti
cachk nrgv mtbu' ufafkv vnrgv cneuo zv vukl u,ueg tvku cneuo
tjr/ unsra tdsv cubv c,ho kgcus, tkhkho' fnv st, tnr xnk
vebtv3vnebv' ufi utjhu ,upa fbur ugudc' kznr kgcus, tkhkho:
)fc(,uck ehi/ ,hck tunb,u ak ehi/ ,uck kaui ,ckhi' ,hck uv,ehi tunb,u
ak ehi kgau,u fkh zhhi krumjho: kuya fk jrabja, ucrzk/njss
tunbu, bjua, ucrzk' fnu hkyua ghbhu kh4' jura thbu kaui pugk cxduk tkt
kaui pugk cmhrh' avrh beus en. eyi' uygnu knyv' fkunr njss unmjmj
fk fkh tunbu, bja, ucrzk: bgnv/ vht ta,u ak bj' ccrtah, rcv5:
)fd(angi eukh/avhu bahu purau, nnbu n,anha' kph avrd t, ehi ut,
,uck ehi cbu' avhv knl xunt u,uck ehi nuafu' urtv t, ehi ubsnv ku

fjhv' utnr ktchu knaul cea, uvrdu' ufhui ahsg avut ehi zebu' vfv f;
tk f; uxpe t, cbu chbhvo uvrdu' uvhu bahu purau, nnbu' uvut nphhxi:
angi eukh/kvang kh k,anha' ufh tha tar vrd,h kpmgh vut bvrd' ufh
tbh pmg,hu nzhs ahvt vpmg eruh gk anh' uhks tar vrd,h kjcur,h bvrd'
fkunr gk hsh jcur,h c,nhv' uvkt audd tbh ukt nzhs' kt zvu pmgh ukt
zvu jcur,h: pmgh/nf, jrc tu j.' netsur"v ckg"z: )fs( fh acg,ho
heo ehi/ehi avrd nzhs b,kv ku gs acgv suru,' tbh avrd,h audd kt
fk afi ah,kv kh achghu, vrcv: acghouacgv/kaui rcuh achghu, tjz
ku' fl sra rch ,bjunt6/ unsra crtah, rcv7' kt vrd knl fkuo' ubahu
purau, nnbu naehhnu prhv urchv' kph abdzrv dzrv kfku, zrgu ak ehi
ktjr acgv suru,' tnru' nv tbu huksu, kcvkv' knjr vncuk ct uauy;
t, vfk' uvut tunr kvi ufh tha vrd,h kpmgh' ufh tbh vrd,h t, vck'
avhv tha ceunv uhks cabho' ahvt zrgh fkv ctu,u gui' unv ehi avrd
b,kv ku acgv suru,' tbh akt vrd,h kt fk afi ah,ku kh achghu, vrcv'
uzv ek ujunr ak ayu,' to fi thi vesua crul vut ducv t, jucu unehho
t, scru: )fv( uhsgtso uduw/ct ku knl tmk tso vrtaui ueck gk bahu'
tnr kvo' ufh gkhfo ksese gk dzhr,u ak neuo' t,o gau nmu,fo uvut
hgav t, aku' tnru ku eauy gmnl ,jkv' uvkt pra, nta,l zv ntv
uakaho abv nabebxv nh,v gk hsl' nhs uhsg tso uduw' unvu gus' kkns
ab,uxpv ku ,tuv gk ,tu,u/ ccrtah, rcv8: )fu( tz vujk/kaui jukhi'

hWar
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1 fs' ft    2 fd' c   3 hjzetk j' d    4 thuc yz' y    5 fd' d    6 crtah, ht    7 fd' s    8 fd' v
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bore Yaval. He was the father of nomadic cattle rearing. 21 His brother’s name was Yuval. He was the

father of those who play harp and flute (for idol worship). 22 Tzilah also gave birth, to Tuval-Kayin, who

would sharpen all crafting tools for copper and iron (making weapons). Tuval-Kayin’s sister was

Na’amah. 
23 Lemech (accidentally killed Kayin and Tuval-Kayin, and his wives separated from him.  He) said to

his wives, “Adah and Tzilah, listen to my voice (and accept me back)! Wives of Lemech, incline your ears

to my words! (Did) I slay a man by wounding (him intentionally), or a child by hitting (him intentionally)?
24 If Kayin (who killed intentionally) was avenged after seven generations, then Lemech (who killed

unintentionally) shall be (avenged after) seventy-seven (generations)!” 
25 Adam knew his wife again, and she bore a son. She named him Sheis, (saying), “For God has given

(‘shas’) me another seed, instead of Hevel, for Kayin killed him.” 26 Sheis also fathered a son, and he

named him Enosh. 

Then, (God’s Name) became profaned, by (people) calling (humans and idols) by the Name of God. 

been made known to him in a prophecy. In this manner, people

started to make figures in the temples, under trees and on the tops of

mountains and hills, and they congregated and bowed down to

them. The prophets said that it was a form which brought good and

evil, and that it was fitting to serve and fear it. The prophets said that

through this service one would multiply and be successful, and

issued instructions concerning what may and may not be done.

Other prophets of falsehood began to make themselves known, and

said that the star itself, or a sphere or angel, had spoken to them

about how to be served, and what may or may not be done. This

matter, namely the worship of forms in different manners, the

offering of sacrifices to them and the bowing down to them, became

propagated throughout the entire world. Due to the passage of time,

the honored and fear-inducing Name was forgotten by all of nature,

and was not recognized. Everybody, women and children included,

knew only their forms of wood and stone, and the temples of stone,

to which, from childhood, they had been educated to bow down,

worship and take the name of for oaths. The wise people among

them, such as the priests, imagined that there is no God, but only the

stars and spheres, because of which they made representative figures.

But as for the Creator, there was not a single person who recognized

Him, except for various individuals, such as Chanoch, Mesushalach,

Noach, Sheim and Aiver. Things continued in this manner until

Avraham Avinu, pillar of the world, was born.”    

(Beginning of Laws of Idol Worship)

THE BEGINNINGS OF IDOL WORSHIP (V. 26)

Rambam describes the evolution of idolatry throughout the ages.

But although very interesting to read, this passage would appear to

belong better in a history book. Rambam’s Mishneh Torah is a strictly

halachic text (as Rambam himself writes in his introduction to the work)

so we can presume that all the information conveyed here has a strong

halachic connotation, which is crucial to an understanding of the

prohibition of worshipping idols.

In addition, there are a number of difficulties with Rambam’s

description:

Rambam omits here the fact that Adam HaRishon, the first man, was

commanded by God that neither he nor his descendants should worship

idols (See above, p. 19, “The Last Word” to 2:16). How could he omit such a

crucial point? 

Furthermore, why does Rambam call idolatry a “mistake” (“In the days

of Enosh, people made a serious mistake...Their mistaken reasoning

was...”)? Surely, this idol worship was much more than a mere “mistake”?

It was a grave sin, a rebellion against God and an act of total heresy!

THE EXPLANATION

Rambam is teaching us here that idol worship, albeit a very practical

prohibition, is based on a philosophical misjudgment, a “mistake.”

Therefore, in order that a person should not come to actually worship an

idol, it is insufficient for him to practice mere restraint. Rather, he must

understand the false concepts on which idolatry is based.

Thus, he describes at length what the mistake actually was, why it is

unfounded and how one mistake led to another. Only through

understanding this mistake can a person have a firm basis that will protect

him from the temptation to worship idols.

Consequently, it would have made no sense to mention that Adam

HaRishon was commanded not to worship idols, for the whole purpose of

this passage of Rambam is to teach us that first and foremost a person

must come to the logical conclusion that God did not hand over any free

choice to heavenly spheres, and that they are merely like “an axe in the

hand of a lumberjack.”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 20, p.17ff)

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

Chasidic teachings explain that not only is there no deity or

power other than God, but in fact, there is no true existence

at all besides God.  The fact that we see a physical world is only

due to our inability to see the Godly energy which enlivens it.  In

truth however, we are totally absorbed within the absolute

oneness of God. (See Derech Mitzvosecha, Miztvas Achdus Havayah ch. 3)

SIXTH

READING
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[ TT HHEE OO FF FF SS PP RR II NN GG OOFF AA DD AA MM [

T his is the account of Adam’s offspring:

On the day that God created man (he fathered children). He created him with a resemblance to

God. 2 He created them male and female, and He blessed them. He named them man (Adam)

on the day they were created. 
3 Adam lived one hundred and thirty years, and he fathered (a son) resembling him and with his form,

and he named him Sheis. 4 After he had fathered Sheis, Adam lived for eight hundred years and he

fathered sons and daughters. 5 Adam lived a total of nine hundred and thirty years, and he died. 
6 Sheis lived one hundred and five years, and then he fathered Enosh. 7 After he had fathered Enosh,

Sheis lived eight hundred and seven years, and he fathered sons and daughters. 8 Sheis lived a total of

nine hundred and twelve years, and he died. 
9 Enosh lived ninety years, and then he fathered Keinan. 10 After he had fathered Keinan, Enosh lived

eight hundred and fifteen years, and he fathered sons and daughters. 11 Enosh lived a total of nine

hundred and five years, and he died. 
12 Keinan lived seventy years, and then he fathered Mahalaleil. 13 After he had fathered Mahalaleil,

Keinan lived eight hundred and forty years, and he fathered sons and daughters. 14 Keinan lived a total

of nine hundred and ten years, and he died. 
15 Mahalaleil lived sixty-five years, and then he fathered Yared. 16 After he had fathered Yared,

Mahalaleil lived eight hundred and thirty years, and he fathered sons and daughters. 17 Mahalaleil lived

a total of eight hundred and ninety-five years, and he died. 
18 Yared lived one hundred and sixty-two years, and then he fathered Chanoch. 19 After he had

fathered Chanoch, Yared lived eight hundred years, and he fathered sons and daughters. 20 Yared lived

a total of nine hundred and sixty-two years, and he died. 
21 Chanoch lived sixty-five years, and he fathered Mesushalach. 22 After he had fathered Mesushalach,

Chanoch followed God for three hundred years, and he fathered sons and daughters. 23 Chanoch lived

a total of three hundred and sixty-five years. 24 Chanoch followed God (but he could easily be misled, so

55
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

The “Generations of man” are all descended from Adam’s son

Sheis, whereas the descendants of Kayin died out (Rashi 4:24).

Sheis thus represents man’s quality of building and propagating the

world (tikun). Kayin on the other hand, is indicative of man’s

tendency to struggle within himself, toiling with his own darker side

in a search for personal perfection (tohu). Sheis was world-orientated;

Kayin was self-orientated.

Which is the correct approach?

Presumably, Sheis was correct, since we see that the descendants

of Sheis prevailed whereas those of Kayin did not (See Rashi to 4:24).

However, the outward, world-orientated approach of Sheis was not

entirely correct.  For even a person whose goals are to cultivate the

world around him still needs to strive for personal perfection in his

own life.  His worldliness needs to be tempered with inwardness; his

productivity coupled with piety.

So, even Sheis—the pioneer of all civilization—had a descendent,

Chanoch, who was a total isolationist. In fact Chanoch was so

detached from the world that he would have become corrupted with

the slightest exposure to humanity, so God acted mercifully and took

him away before his time (See Rashi to v. 24). And yet he was a

descendent of Sheis, the founder of humanity!

But this, precisely, is the point.  The quality of Sheis within us—the

outwardness and the ambition—should harbor within it the quality of

Chanoch—inwardness and piety. We should study Torah expan-

sively, aiming to acquire vast amounts of knowledge, but at least

occasionally we should study Torah without any ulterior motive at

all.  We should observe the mitzvos to make ourselves better people,

but sometimes we should do a mitzvah simply because it is God’s

will.  In that way, we ensure that the Sheis within us gives birth to the

occasional Chanoch.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 35, p. 7ff.)
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vhv' uek )x��t ueck( csg,u kauc kvrahg' kphfl nhvr vec"v uxhkeu
uvnh,u euso znbu1' uzvu aahbv vf,uc cnh,,u kf,uc uthbbu cguko
knktu, abu,hu: fh kej tu,u/kpbh znbu' fnu vbbh kuej nnl t, njns
ghbhl2: )fj( uhuks ci/annbu bcbv vguko: )fy( zv hbjnbu/hbj nnbu
t, gmcui hshbu' gs akt ct bj kt vhv kvo fkh njrhav' uvut vfhi kvo'
uvh,v vtr. numhtv eumho usrsrho fazurgho jyho' nekk,u ak tso
vrtaui' uchnh bj bjv' uzvu hbjnbu/ uto kt ,pravu fl' thi ygo vkaui
bupk gk vao' ut,v mrhl keru, anu nbjo: )kc( ci jna ntu, abv/
tnr rch husi' nv ygo fk vsuru, vukhsu kntv abv uzv kjna ntu,'
tnr vec"v' to ragho vo' htcsu cnho urg )x��t zrg ak mshe zv(
kmshe zv' uto msheho vo' tyrhj gkhu kgau, ,hcu, vrcv' fca t,
nghhbu ukt vukhs gs jna ntu, abv' fsh akt hvt hp, vdsuk accbhu rtuh
kgubahi kpbh vncuk3' sf,hc fh vbgr ci ntv abv hnu,4' rtuh kguba

kg,hs' ufi kpbh n,i ,urv: t, ao t, jo ut,hp,/uvkt hp, vdsuk
vut' tkt c,jkv t,v sura t, avut mshe' ubuks favut nvuk' uatcrvo
hmt nnbu ufuw/ ccrtah, rcv5: )c( cbhvtkvho/cbh varho uvaupyho/
scr tjr cbh vtkvho' vo varho vvukfho cakhju,u ak neuo' t; vo
vhu n,grcho cvo/ fk tkvho acnert kaui nru,' uzv hufhj ut,v ,vhv
ku ktkvho6' rtv b,,hl tkvho7: fhyc, vbv/tnr rch husi yc, f,hc'
favhu nyhchi tu,v neuay, khfbx kjupv' vhv dsuk bfbx ucugkv ,jkv8:
nfk tar cjru/t; cguk, cgk' t; vzfr uvcvnv9: )d( kt hsui rujh
ctso/kt h,rgo uhrhc rujh gkh cachk vtso: kguko/kturl hnho' vbv
rujh bsui cerch to kvajh, uto krjo' kt hvhv nsui zv crujh kguko'
fkunr kturl hnho: C§J©D©o vut car/fnu C§J¤D©ocxdu��k' fkunr cachk
ado zt, cu avut car' ut; gk ph fi thbu bfbg kpbh' unv to hvhv ta
tu scr eav/ fhumt cu gs© JE©n§T¦h scurv01' fnuJ¤E©n§T¦h' ufi*01Jẗ©Tv̈
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God saved him by taking him away before his time), and he was no longer (around), for God had taken him. 
25 Mesushalach lived one hundred and eighty-seven years, and he fathered Lemech. 26 After he had

fathered Lemech, Mesushalach lived seven hundred and eighty-two years, and he fathered sons and

daughters. 27 Mesushalach lived a total of nine hundred and sixty-nine years, and he died. 
28 Lemech lived one hundred and eighty-two years, and he fathered a son (from whom the whole

world was built). 29 He named him Noach, saying, “This one will give us rest from our work and from

the toil of our hands from the ground, which God has cursed” (because he was to invent agricultural

tools). 30 After he had fathered Noach, Lemech lived five hundred and ninety-five years, and he fathered

sons and daughters. 31 Lemech lived a total of seven hundred and seventy-seven years, and he died. 
32 (After) Noach was five hundred years old, Noach fathered Sheim, Cham, and Yafes. 

[ MM OO RR AA LL CC OO RR RR UU PP TT II OO NN OOFF MM AANN [

Then, when man began to multiply upon the face of the earth and daughters were born to them,
2 the sons of nobility (violated) the daughters of (common) people when they were beautifying

themselves (for their weddings). They took for themselves wives from whomever they chose

(even married women, men and animals). 
3 God said, “My Spirit will not remain in conflict over (whether to destroy) man for a long time!

Furthermore, he is (only) flesh (and yet he does not humble himself before Me! I will give him) one

hundred and twenty years to live (and if he does not repent, I will destroy him with a flood)!” 
4 There were giants on the earth in the days of (Enosh and Kayin), and also afterwards (when they

witnessed a flood that destroyed a third of the world), when the sons of the nobles (who were giants)

would (violate) the daughters of (common) people, and they would bear (giant) children for them. They

were the greatest (rebels of all) men who ever existed, men who were (mentioned above) by name(s

which hinted to their later destruction). 
5 God saw that man’s wickedness on earth was increasing, and every thought which came from his

heart throughout the day was purely evil. 6 God was consoled (by the fact) that He had made man upon

the earth (and not in heaven, where he would have caused the angels to rebel. God decided) in His heart

(to cause man) pain. 

66

�� What did God say he would do to man? (v. 7)

RASHI: God said, “Man is from the earth. I will bring water upon him and wash him away... for I have been reckoning what to do about

the fact that I created him.”

ONKELOS: God regretted that He had made man and planned to destroy him.

SEVENTH

READING

MAFTIR

nscr gnh' fnu J¤t©Tv̈' t; C§J©D©ofnu C§J¤D©o: uvhu hnhu uduw/gs e"l abv
ttrhl kvo tph' uto kt haucu' tcht gkhvo ncuk/ uto ,tnr nabuks hp,
gs vncuk thbu tkt ntv abv' thi nueso untujr c,urv' fcr vh,v
dzrv dzurv garho abv euso avukhs bj ,uksu,' ufi nmhbu cxsr guko11/
uha nsrah tdsv rcho ckt hsui' tck zv vut mjmuj pauyu: )s( vbphkho/
gk ao abpku uvphku t, vguko' uckaui gcrh, kaui gbeho vut: chnho
vvo/chnh sur tbua ucbh ehi: udo tjrh fi/t; gk ph artu ctcsi ak
sur tbua' agkv tuehhbux uvmh; akha vguko' kt bfbg sur vncuk kknus
nvo21: tar hctu/ vhu huksu, gbeho fnu,o: vdcurho/knrus cneuo:
tbah vao/tu,o abecu canu,' ghrs' njuhtk' n,uatk' abecu gk ao

tcsi' abnuju uvu,au/ scr tjr' tbah annui' aannu t, vguko:
)u(uhbjo vw fhgav/bjnv vh,v kpbhu acrtu c,j,ubho' athku vhv
ni vgkhubho vhv nnrhsi/ ccrtah, rcv31: uh,gmc/vtso: tk kcu/ak
neuo' gkv cnjac,u ak neuo kvgmhcu' zvu ,rduo tubekux/ scr tjr
uhbjo' bvpfv njac,u ak neuo nns, rjnho kns, vshi' gkv cnjacv
kpbhu nv kgau, ctso agav ctr./ ufi fk kaui bhjuo acnert kaui bnkl
nv kgau,' uci tso uh,bjo41' ugk gcshu h,bjo51' uhbjo vw gk vrgv61'
bjn,h fh vnkf,h71' fuko kaui njacv tjr, vo: uh,gmctk kcu/
b,tck gk tcsi ngav hshu' fnu bgmc vnkl gk cbu81' uzv f,c,h k,auc,
tpheurux tjs aatk t, rch hvuag ci erjv' tnr ku' thi t,o nusho
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GOD’S DECREE AGAINST MANKIND (V. 7)

Onkelos renders a straightforward translation of verse 7: “God said, “I

will obliterate (v¤j§n¤t) man from the face of the earth... because I regret

(h¦T§n©j°b) the fact that I created him.”

Rashi, however, appears to offer a non-literal translation, “I will wash

away man from the face of the earth... because I have been reckoning

what to do about the fact that I created him.”

Why did Rashi not render v¤j§n¤t as “I will obliterate,” as it is usually

translated, and h¦T§n©j°b as “I regret”?

THE EXPLANATION

If one translates verse 7 literally (like Onkelos), that God planned to

obliterate mankind, one will immediately be struck that reality testifies

otherwise.  Since we are still here to read the story, and there is no

evidence that God retracted His plan, it is inconceivable that He actually

intended to destroy mankind. Furthermore, in the very next verse we read

that, “Noach found favor in the eyes of God,” which introduces us to the

following account of how Noach and his family were saved by God.

Obviously then, God did not decide to “obliterate” mankind.

Therefore, Rashi came to the conclusion that in our verse v¤j§n¤t could

not be understood in its usual translation (obliterate), but rather, it is to be

rendered, “I will wash away.”  I.e. God decreed that He would bring a

flood upon mankind, but this did not preclude the possibility of

individuals being saved in the ark.

Similarly, Rashi rejected the interpretation that God regretted creating

man, as we see that He did indeed allow man’s existence to continue

through Noach and his family.  Therefore, Rashi was forced to adopt a

slightly unusual translation, “I have been reckoning what to do about the

fact that I created him.”

DID GOD CHANGE HIS MIND?

One problem with this explanation is that it appears to contradict an

earlier comment of Rashi.  On verse 6, Rashi writes (in his second

interpretation), “God’s thoughts of mercy were transformed to  judg-

ment,” from which it appears that God indeed regretted creating man.

How does this correlate with Rashi’s stance, as explained above, that God

could not possibly have regretted making man since we see that man

continues to exist?

�

Æ m�c�`«�n d½�n�c�`«�d í �p§R Æ l©r�n Æ i�z Æ̀�x¨AÎx�W�` m³�c�`«�dÎz�` dÆ�g
n�`
:m«�zi�U£r i¬¦M i�Y
n−�g�p i¬¦M m�i®�n�X�d sFŕÎc©r�e U�n−�xÎc©r d½�n�d§AÎc©r

t t t :d«�eŸd�i i¬ �pi¥r§A o−�g `¨v¬�n �gŸ¾p�e g

c©r�e `�W�gi�x c©r `�xi¦r§A c©r�e `�W�p	`�n `¨r
x�`

i�x�` i�x
ni�n§A zi¦a�z i�x�` `�I�n
W�c `¨tFr

t t t :�i�i m�c�w oi�n�g�x g©M
W�` �gŸp�e g :oEP�Y
c©a£r

/inhx uWvhezjh /inhx vWhmnt 'oheuxp uWne

avec"v rutv t, vbuks' tnr ku vi' tnr ku uvt f,hc uh,gmc tk kcu'
tnr ku buks kl ci zfr nhnhl' tnr ku vi' tnr ku unv gah,' tnr ku
anj,h uahnj,h t, vfk' tnr ku ukt vhh, husg axupu knu,' tnr ku
cag, jsu,t jsu,t cag, tckt tckt/ tnr ku fl ngav vec"v' t; gk
ph adkuh kpbhu axupi kjyut uktcsi' kt bnbg nkcrti' cachk vmsheho

vg,hsho kgnus nvo: )z( uhtnr vw tnjv t,vtso/ vut gpr'
utcht gkhu nho utnjv tu,u' kfl btnr kaui njuh: ntsogs cvnv/t;
vo vajh,u srfo1/ scr tjr' vfk bcrt cachk vtso' ufhui avut fkv nv
murl ctku2:  fh bjn,h fh gah,o/jac,h nv kgau, gk tar gah,ho: 

jxk, pra, crtah,
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7 God said, “I will wash away man, whom I created, from upon the face of the earth, man as well as

cattle, creeping things and birds of the skies, for I have reckoned (what to do) about (the fact that) I made

them.” 
8 But Noach found favor in the eyes of God. 

THE HAFTARAH FOR BEREISHIS IS ON PAGE 368.  THE HAFTARAH FOR EREV ROSH CHODESH IS ON PAGE 394.

The solution to this problem lies in the distinction between Divine

“thought,” and Divine “speech.”  In verse 6, “God’s thoughts of mercy

were transformed to judgment,” i.e. He did indeed regret making man,

but only in thought. However, in verse 7, “God said, ‘I will wash away

man etc.” From this we see that God was indeed harboring some regret

to Himself (in “thought”) about creating man, but when He finally issued

His decree in “speech,” the harshness of the plan was softened to

exclude those who would be saved in the Ark, from which mankind could

be reconstructed.

This begs the question: what finally caused God to soften his decree?

This point is answered by the end of the verse itself, “because I have

been reckoning what to do about the fact that I created him.” I.e. the fact

that man was created by God Himself (“I created him”), eventually led

God to have mercy on His own handiwork.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 15, p. 27ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

From God’s reaction to the corruption of mankind, we can learn

two powerful lessons in everyday life:

a.) God thought about destroying mankind, but He only issued His

decree verbally after He had softened His anger.  This teaches us how

important it is to speak positively about other people.  If God himself

refrained from committing negative thoughts to speech, then all the

more so should we be careful not to speak badly about others.

Our Sages taught that Lashon Hara (gossip) harms 1.) The gossiper,

2.) The listener and 3.) The one about whom the gossip is spoken (see

Arachin 15b). Now it is easy to understand why the gossiper and

listener suffer, since they participated in the sin. But why should

the subject of the gossip suffer? After all, he was not even present at

the time!

The answer lies in the fact that speech is a revelation of something

that was previously hidden (in thought). Therefore, by speaking badly

about another person it actually causes that person’s bad traits to be

more pronounced in the world, which could lead him to be the

subject of a heavenly decree of punishment. Thus, it is bad speech

that can harm another (and not thoughts, that remain hidden), which

teaches us how careful a person should be with the words he utters

about another.

b.) God “reckoned” what to do with man, but He did not come to

any firm resolution, even in thought. This teaches us that even when

we see a person do something bad, we should not come to any firm

conclusion about the merit of his actions, even in thought (and

certainly not in speech). For if God, who is all-knowing and never

makes mistakes, still took time to “ponder” and “reckon” His harsh

thoughts about man, then we, who are capable of easily misjudging

another, should certainly not condemn another even in thought.

Rather, we should always endeavor to “judge every person

favorably” (Avos 1:5).   

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 15, p. 31ff.)
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The person who was called up for Maftir says the following before reading the

Haftarah:

Æ x�g¨A x³�W�` m½¨lFr�d K¤l´�n Æ EpiÆ�d÷�` Æ d�eŸd	i d³�Y�̀  KȨẍA
mí
x�n� «̀ �P�d m−�di�x§ *a
c§a d¬v̈�x	e mi½¦aŸeh mí
̀ i¦a	*p¦A
d´�WŸn *§aE Æ d�xFY©A x³�gFA�d dÀ � eŸd	i d¹�Y�` KE¸x¨A z®�n�`«¤A

:w�c«¤v�e z−�n�̀ «�d i¬�̀ i¦a *	p¦aE F½O©r l´�`�x�Ui*§aE F½C§a©r 

After the Haftarah the following blessings are recited:

l¨M xEv ,m¨lFr�d K¤l �«n Epi«�d÷�` ,�i	i d�Y�` KEx¨A
o�n�`�P�d l�`�d ,zFxFC�d l¨k§A wi
C©v ,mi
n¨lFr�d
:w�c«¤v�e z�n�̀  ei�ẍa�C l̈M�W ,m�I�w *�nE x¥A�c *�n�d ,d�UŸr	e x�nŸ`�d

x¨a�c	e ,Li«�x¨a�C mip�n�`�p	e ,Epi«�d÷�` �i	i `Ed d�Y�` o�n�`�p
l�` i¦M ,m�wi�x aEW�i `÷ xFg�` Li«�x¨a�*C
n c�g�`
o�n�`�P�d l�`�d ,�i	i d�Y�` KEx¨A .d�Y«�` o�n�g�x	e o�n�`�p K¤l«�n

:ei�ẍa�C l̈k§A

W¤t« �p z©aE«l£r©l	e ,Epi���«�I�g zi¥a `i
d i¦M oFI¦v l©r m�g�x
,�i	i d�Y�̀  KEẍA .Epi«�n�i§a d�x�d �*n¦A g�O�U� *zE ©ri«
WFY

:�di« �p¨a§A oFI¦v �g« �O�U�n 

zEk§ *l�n *§aE ,L«�C§a©r `i¦a�P�d Ed«�I¦l�`§A ,Epi«�d÷�` �i	i ,Ep«�g *�O�U
,Ep«¥A¦l l�b�i	e `Ÿa�i d�x�d� *n¦A ,L«�gi
W�n ce�C zi¥A
z�` mi
x�g��` cFr El�g	pi `÷	e ,x�f a�W�i `÷ F`�q¦M l©r 
Fx�p d¤A§ki `ø�W ,FN �Y§r«©A�Wp L�W�c�w m�W§a i¦M ,FcFa§M

:ce�C o�b�n ,�i	i d�Y�` KEx¨A .c¤r�e m¨lFr§l



On fast days end here. On Shabbos (including Shabbos Chol HaMo’ed) continue Ç :

l©r	e mi
`i¦a *	P�d l©r	e d�cFa£r�d l©r	e d�xFY�d l©r 
d�X�c *�w¦l Epi«�d÷�` �i	i Ep«¨N �Y«�z�P�W ,d�G�d z¨A�X�d mFi

:z�x«�̀ §t
z *§lE cFa¨k§l ,d�gEp� *n¦l	e 

,K�zF` mi¦k �*ẍa *�nE K¨l mi
cFn Ep�g«�p�` Epi«�d÷�` �i	i ,lŸM�d l©r 
KEẍA .c¤r�e m¨lFr§l ci
n�Y i�g l¨M i¦t§A L� *n
W K�ẍA�zi

:( – ) z̈A�X�d W�C�w�n ,�i	i d�Y�̀On Shabbos Chol
HaMo’ed Succos add

miP�n	G�d	e l�`�x�Ui	e

Ç On a Festival, and Shabbos that coincides with a Festival continue here:

mFi l©r	e  (d�G�d z¨A�X�d mFi l©r	e–On Shabbos) mi
̀ i¦a*	P�d l©r	e d�cFa£r�d l©r	e d�xFY�d l©r

b�g�d z�x«¤v£r ipi
n�W  zFM�Q�d b�g    zFrEa�X�d b�g    zFS�O�d b�g 

d�X�c� *w¦l–On Shabbos) Epi«�d÷�` �i	i Ep«¨N �Y«�z�P�W ,d�G�d W�c «Ÿw `�x�w
n aFh mFiÎl©r	e ,d�G�d
Ep�g«�p�` Epi«�d÷�` �i	i ,lŸM�d l©r .z�x«���`§t
z *§lE cFa¨k§l ,d�g�n
U *§lE oFU�U§l (d�gEp *�n¦l	e
KEx¨A .c¤r�e m¨lFr§l ci
n�Y i�g l¨M i¦t§A L *�n
W K�ẍA�zi ,K�zF` mi¦k� *ẍa � *nE K¨l mi
cFn

:miP�n*	G�d	e l�`�x�Ui(	e z¨A�X�d–On Shabbos) W�C�w�n ,�i	i d�Y�̀

Ç On Rosh Hashanah continue here:

mFi l©r	e (d�G�d z¨A�X�d mFi l©r	e–On Shabbos) mi
̀ i¦a*	P�d l©r	e d�cFa£r�d l©r	e d�xFY�d l©r
–On Shabbos) Epi«�d÷�` �i	i Ep«¨N �Y«�z�P�W ,d�G�d W�c «Ÿw `�x�w
n aFh mFiÎl©r	e ,d�G�d oFx¨MG�d
,K¨l mi
cFn Ep�g«�p�` Epi«�d÷�` �i	i ,lŸM�d l©r .z�x�«`§t
z *§lE cFa¨k§l (d�gEp *�n¦l	e d�X�c� *w¦l
Ep«¥M§l�n L �*ẍa �*cE ,c¤r�e m¨lFr§l ci
n�Y i�g l¨M i¦t§A L *�n
W K�ẍA�zi ,K�zF` mi¦k� *ẍa � *nE
z̈A�X�d–On Shabbos) W�C�w�n ,u�x«� �̀d l̈M l©r K¤l«�n ,�i	i d�Y�` KEx¨A .c©r̈l m�I�w	e z�n�`

:oFx¨MG�d mFi	e l�`�x�Ui(	e 

Ç On Yom Kippur continue here:

mFi l©r	e (d�G�d z¨A�X�d mFi l©r	e–On Shabbos) mi
̀ i¦a *	P�d l©r	e d�cFa£r�d l©r	e d�xFY�d l©r
�Y«�z�P�W ,d�G�d W�c «Ÿw `�x�w
n mFi l©r	e ,d�G�d oŸe¨r �d z�gi¦l�q mFiÎl©r	e ,d�G�d mi
xER¦M�d
cFäk§l ,d�ẍR©k§ *lE d¨li
g *�n¦l	e d�gi¦l *�q¦l (d�gEp *�n¦l	e d�X�c� *w¦l–On Shabbos) Epi«�d÷�` �i	i Ep«¨N
K�ẍA�zi ,K�zF` mi¦k� *ẍa � *nE K¨l mi
cFn Ep�g«�p�` ,Epi«�d÷�` �i	i lŸM�d l©r .z�x«�`§t
z *§lE
KEx¨A .c©r¨l m�I �w	e z�n�` Ep«¥M§l�n L �*ẍa �*cE ,c¤r�e m¨lFr§l ci
n�Y i�g l¨M i¦t§A L *�n
W
xi¦a£r�nE ,l�`�x�Ui zi¥A FO©r zFpF£r©l	e ,Epi«�zFpF£r©l �g«¥lFq	e l�gFn K¤l«�n ,�i	i d�Y�`
z̈A�X�d–On Shabbos) W�C�w�n ,u�x«�`�d l¨M l©r K¤l«�n ,d�p�W	e d�p�W l¨k§A Epi«�zFn� *W�`

:mi
xER¦M�d mFi	e l�`�x�Ui(	e
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42:5 T his was said by the Almighty God, Who

Created the heavens and stretched them out

(like a tent), Who laid out the earth and made (all types

of vegetation) grow from it, Who gives a soul to the peo-

ple upon it, and a spirit to the (other creatures) who walk

upon it: 
6 “I am God. (What) I have said about you, (Mashiach,

through the prophets,) is true (and everlasting)! I will

hold your hand (to help you overcome every obstacle).

I will guard you, and give you (the might to bring) the

covenant of (Torah to My) people, (in order) to enlight-

en the (eyes of the) nations (about God), 7 to (open) eyes

that have blinded (themselves not to see the work of

God), to release (the Jewish people—who are) prison-

ers—from (their) captivity, and those who dwell in dark-

ness from (their) imprisonment.
8 “I am God—that is My Name. I will no (longer allow

the nations to diminish) My honor (by worshiping) other

(gods, as they have done until now! No longer will)

graven images (be given) My praise.”
9 The first (prophecies which I prophesized about

Sanchairiv) have (already) occurred. I (will) tell (you)

new ones (about the final redemption). I will (now) let

you hear (what is going to happen) before (these events)

unfold:
10 (When the Final Redemption comes, they will) sing

a new song to God, and His praise (will be heard) from

the ends of the earth. Those who navigate the seas, and (the creatures that live) in it (will praise God. Even) the islands (them-

selves) and their inhabitants (will praise God. 11 The whole) desert, together with its cities and villages (which are) inhabited

by (the people of) Kedar, will raise (their voices in song). Those who live on stone peaks will sing—shouts (of joy will be heard)

from the mountaintops. 12 (With their mouths) they will ascribe glory to God, and they will tell of His praises in the islands.
13 God will go out (to rescue the Jewish people), aroused with zeal (for His people) like a man of war. He will shout and cry

out against His enemies, and He will overcome (them).
14 (Says God), “I have kept quiet for all this time (that the nations have persecuted My people). I have been silent (and)

I have restrained Myself. (But now) I will scream like a woman in childbirth (to destroy them). I will obliterate them and swal-

low them up all together. 15 I will destroy mountains and valleys, and I will dry out all their grass. I will make rivers into (dry

m½�di�hFṕ	eÆ miÆ�n�X�d `³�xFA dÀ �eŸd	i | l´�`�d xº�n�`ÎdŸ «M d an
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ẃ�f�g�̀ 	e w�c−¤v§a Li¬
z �̀x�w d² �eŸd	i i¯p�` e :D«Ä mi¬¦k§lŸ «d©l
�gŸ −w§t¦l f :m«iFB xF ¬̀ §l m−¨r zi¬
x§a¦l ²L	p�Y�`	e ÀL�x¨S�`	e L®�c�i§A

¤̀l−¤M zi¬ ¥A
n xi½
Q�̀ Æ x�B�q�O
n `i³¦vFd§l zF ®x	e¦r mi´ �pi¥r
x´�g�`§l Æ i
cFa§kE i®
n�W `Ed́ d− �eŸd	i i¬ p�` g :K�WŸ «g i¥a�WŸ ¬i
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d zF −pŸW`«
x�d h :mi«¦li
q§R©l i−
z̈N
d�zE o½�Y�`Î` «÷
:m«¤k�z�` ri¬
n�W�` d�p�g−�n§v
Y m�x¬�h§A ci½ B�n i´ p�` Æ zFW�c�g« �e
u�x®�̀ �d d́¥v�w
n F −z̈N
d�Y W½�c�g xí
W Æ d�eŸdi«©l Exi³
W i

Æ ẍA�c
n E ³̀ �Ui `i :m«�di¥a�W «Ÿi	e mi−I
` F½`÷�nE Æ m�I�d i³�c�xF «i
W`Ÿ ¬x�n r©l½�q i¥a�WŸí Æ EPŸÆx�i x®�c�w á�W�Y mi−
x¥v�g ei½�ẍr	e
mi¬ I
 «̀¨A F −z̈N
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HAFTARAH OF PARSHAS BEREISHIS

This Haftarah praises God as Creator of Heaven and earth, similar to

the Parshah which describes the creation of Heaven and earth by God.

The Haftarah opens with a description of how God will liberate the

Jewish people from exile, and how the entire world will praise God after

the final redemption arrives (42:5-12). 

God promises to destroy the nations that have persecuted the Jewish

people, and lead the people to their Land (13-17). He criticizes the

Jewish people for being metaphorically “blind” and “deaf” to Torah and

mitzvos (18-21) and laments over their sorry state during exile (22-25).

Finally, the prophet repeats God’s promise to redeem them, just as He

redeemed them from Egypt (43:1-10).

8. i¥T¤t tO r¥j©t�k h¦sIc�fU—I will not give My glory to another. When

a Jew sins, he causes energy from his soul to be “spilled” into the domain

of evil, which is known as the “other side.” Nevertheless, only the

peripheral layers of the soul could be involved in such an activity; the

inner core of the soul always remains loyal to God. Thus, God says: I will

not give My glory—the essence of the soul—to another, to the “other

side” (Likutei Sichos vol.5, pp. 410-11).
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[ BEREISHIS / ziy`xa  [
(Isaiah 42:5 – 43:10)



and desolate) islands, and I will dry up their bodies of

water.”
16 “I will walk (the Jewish people to their Land) on a

way that they did not know (as if they were) blind. I will

lead them on a path they did not know. I will turn the

darkness (of an unknown path) into light before them. (I

will make) crooked paths straight (for them). I have

(already) done such things (previously, when they came

out of Egypt), so I will (surely) not forsake them (in the

future).”
17 “(Then) those who trust in graven images will turn

backwards, (being) embarrassed with (great) shame.

(That will be the fate of) those who say to the molten

idols: ‘you are our god.’”
18 “(You, O Israel,) who are deaf (towards My words)

and blind (towards My commandments, now listen and)

look to see (the goodness that is awaiting you! 19 I call all

of you blind, even the righteous ones who serve Me, for)

who is (really) blind if not one who serves Me, (and who

knows how corrupt people are, yet he does not attempt to correct them? Who is) deaf if not the one who I (grace with wis-

dom and) send (to teach the people, and yet he pretends not to hear their evil actions, failing to correct them)? Who is as blind

as a person who is perfect (in himself but does not reprimand others)? Who is as blind as a servant of God (who turns a blind

eye to his people? 20 Such people) have seen much (wisdom), yet you do not guard (others from evil ways, so they deserve

to be called ‘blind.’ They have) open ears (to understand the mitzvos), yet (act as if they) do not hear (when it comes to guid-

ing others, so they deserve to be called ‘deaf’. 21 The main reason why) God wants (such people, is not for their own merits,

but) in order for (them to make another person) righteous, (and in order) for him to increase and strengthen (the) Torah

(knowledge of others).”

mi−
O�b� «̀ �e mi½I
`«¨l Æ zFx�d	p i³
Y�n�U	e Wi®¦aF` m−¨A Ÿ�y¤rÎl¨k	e
zF ¬ai
z	p¦A Er½�c�i `÷́Æ K�xÆ�c§A miÀ
x	e¦r í
Y§k©lF «d	e fh :Wi«¦aF`
xFÀ`¨l m¹�di�p§t¦l KÆ�W�g�n Á mi
U�` m® ¥ki
x�c�̀  E −r�c« �iÎ`÷
` ¬÷	e m−
zi
U£r mi½
x¨a�C�d d¤N�`μ xF½Wi
n§l Æ mi
X�w£r«�nE
l�q®R̈©A mi−
g�hŸ «A�d z�W½Ÿa EW ´Ÿa�i Æ xFg�` EbŸ ³q�p fi :mi«
Y§a�f£r
Er®�n�W mi−
W�x«�g�d gi :Epi«�d÷�` m¬ �Y�̀  d−k̈�Q�n§l mi¬
x�nŸ «̀ �d
i½
C§a©rÎm
` i´¦M Æ x�E¦r i³
n hi :zF «̀ �x¦l Ehi¬¦A�d mi−
x	e¦r«�d	e
c¤a¬ ¤r§M x− �E¦r	e m½¨N�W�n¦M Æ x�E¦r i³
n g®l̈�W�` i´¦k�`§l�n§M W−�x�g	e
�gF ¬ẅR xŸ ®n�W
z `÷́	e zF −A�x [‡k zi`x] zF ¬̀ �x k :d« �eŸd	i
li¬
C	b�i F ®w�c¦v o©r´�n§l u−¥t�g d¬ �eŸd	i `k :r«�n�Wi ` ¬÷	e mi− �p	f�`

:xi«
C�̀ �i	e d−�xFY

22 This people is looted and trampled. All their young

men are dejected and and hidden in prisons. They are

prey with no one to rescue them (from being looted);

trampled with no one to say, “Return them (so they will

be trampled no more).” 
23 Who among you will pay attention to this, listen, and

hear from now on (what will establish him in the end)?
24 Who handed Ya’akov over to be trampled and Israel

to looters? Was it not God, against Whom we have

sinned? (For the Jewish people) did not desire His ways

or obey His Torah, 25 so He poured out (His) anger, His

wrath and the might of war upon them. It blazed around

i¬�Ÿa§aE m½¨NªM Æ mi
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n fE −f¡r « �e F½R�` d́�n�g Æ ei¨l¨r KŸ ³R�WI�e dk

:a«¥lÎl©r miŸ¬
y�iÎ` «÷	e F −AÎx©r§a
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n
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21. rh¦S§t³h±u v¨rIT kh¦S±d³h—To increase and strengthen Torah. The

Talmud connects this verse with the highest level of Torah study, that which

is carried out purely for the sake of expanding the body of Torah wisdom

itself (see Chulin 66b). On the other hand, this verse is also employed in

connection with the Torah study of young children, which is clearly at a

very basic level (see Rambam, Laws of Torah Study 2:7). The fact that the

same verse is employed in both cases means that they are connected: the

sublime spiritual loftiness of very advanced Torah scholars is shared in

some measure by even the most basic exercise of Torah study (Sichas

Shabbos Parshas Bereishis 5717, par. 7).

Chabad* and Sefardic communities conclude here. Ashkenazic communities continue: 

*While the Chabad custom is to finish the Haftarah with verse 21, in a leap year the Rebbe followed the custom of saying the extended Haftarah (according

to Ashkenazic custom), finishing with 43:10.  However, the Rebbe indicated that this was a personal directive that he had received from the Previous Rebbe

and was not to be copied by others (See Sichas Shabbos Parshas Bereishis 5714, 5717, 5725 and 5744).



them, but they paid no attention (to the fact that it was

caused by God, and even after) it burned them they did

not take it to heart (as Divine intervention). 
43:1 (But despite all this) God—Who created you,

O Ya’akov, and formed you, O Yisra’el—(nevertheless)

says: “Do not fear, for I redeemed you (from Egypt) and

I called you My own. 2 When you pass through water

(and nearly drown) I am with you; (even powerful)

rivers will not sweep you away; when you walk through

the inferno (of life’s difficulties), you will not be burnt,

and the flame will not consume you, 3 for I am God, your

God, the Holy One of Israel, your Savior. (Didn’t) I make

Egypt your ransom (and save you, even though you did

not deserve it? Didn’t I send) Ethiopia and Seba (to be

destroyed by Sanchairiv) instead of you? 4 Because you

are precious to Me and honored. I loved you! So I will

give men in exchange for you and nations (to be

destroyed) in place of you.
5 Do not fear, for I am with you. I will bring your

children from the east and gather you from the west. 6 I

will say to the north: “Give (Me the Jewish people who

are scattered there),’ and to the south, ‘Don’t hold them

back!’ Bring My sons from afar and My daughters from

the ends of the earth, 7 all (the Jewish people) who bear

My Name, who (were made) for My glory. I have

(already) created, fashioned and made (all that is

necessary for their redemption in order to), 8 free the

(exiled) people—who are blind though they have eyes,

and deaf though they have ears. 
9 (Even if) all the nations gathered together and all the

peoples assembled, who among them (could) declare (future events like) this, or announce to us (that they had predicted) past

events? (If so), let them produce their witnesses and be proven correct, such that those who hear them will say that it is true.
10 “You are my witnesses,” says God, “My servant whom I have chosen, that you may know and believe in Me, and

understand that I am He before whom no god was created, and after whom none will exist.”
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43:1. k¥tr̈ «§a°h W §r �m«h ±u c«e �g³h W £t©r«C—Who created you, O Ya’akov, and

formed you, O Israel. Rendered literally, the verse states, “This is what

God says: ‘Ya’akov created you; Yisra’el formed you.’” On this, the

Midrash expounds: “God said to his world, ‘World of mine! World of

mine! I will tell you who created you and formed you. Ya’akov created

you; Yisra’el formed you” (Vayikra Rabah 36:4 and Maharzu ibid.). In other

words, being that the purpose of creation is that the mitzvos should be

performed by the Jewish people (“Ya’akov”; “Yisra’el”), the world’s very

existence is attributed to them. The verse further explains that this takes

place on two levels. The lower level of “Ya’akov”* represents the simple

observance of mitzvos whose merit ensures the existence of the world’s

physical matter (“Ya’akov who created you”). In the merit of the higher

level of mitzvah observance signified by Yisra’el, the world is given its

form (“who formed you Yisra’el”) (s.v. ha-ba’im 5743).

5-6. ///W�g§r³z th�c¨t j¨r±z¦N¦n—I will bring your children from the east

etc. With regard to the east and west, scripture uses the expressions:

“I will bring...and gather...,” indicating that God is informing the Jewish

people how He will unite them when the Redemption arrives. But in

reference to the north and south God addresses the compass points,

saying to them “Give (Me),” and, “Don’t hold them back.” Of these latter

two directions, the north is given the stronger instruction, to become a

“giver,” i.e. a force which actively contributes to the Redemption,

whereas the south is merely told not to interfere with or prevent the

redemptive process—“Don’t hold them back.” This indicates the

uniqueness of the Future Redemption: Even the north—which represents

the forces of evil, “From the north, evil will venture forth” (Jer 1:14)—will

be transformed into a positive force (Likutei Sichos vol. 4, p. 1065).

10. h©s �g o¤T©t—You are my witnesses. Witnesses are only required to

establish facts that have been concealed. Thus, as God’s “witnesses,” our

task is to reveal the hidden identity of this physical world, demonstrating

how every detail points to the presence of God (Hisvaduyos 5745, vol. 3,

p. 1566).
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*Ya’akov’s change of name to Yisra’el represented a spiritual elevation—see Rashi to Bereishis 32:29; Arizal, Sha’ar ha-Pesukim, Vayishlach 32, 29; Pardes,

Sha’ar 23; Etz Chaim, Sha’ar 3. chap. 2; Torah Ohr, Vayeitizei 21a; Likutei Torah, Balak 70b.




